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1. Introduction 
Poverty, inequality, entitlement and global power relationships are complex and 
fascinating. The ways they get represented in cultural discourses are even more so. 
How do we depict people who are in need of help? What types of aspects of less 
privileged people’s lives are seen as compelling and/or relevant for others to know in 
order to make them more willing to offer financial assistance? These are some of the 
themes I wish to examine in my Master’s thesis through the analysis of a corpus of 
microfinance loan applications and exploring the ways the prospective borrowers are 
described in them. Through this process the question arises of whether the way the 
microfinance borrowers get described ultimately reflects the expectations, values and 
outlooks of the lenders more than it does the actual lives of the borrowers themselves. 
Critically examining the ways poor people get represented in charitable discourses is 
especially imperative now in the throes of economic upheaval as many Western 
countries are cutting funds from their development aid budgets and more and more of 
the aid responsibilities are left to non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and private 
citizens. 
Microfinance is a relatively recent way to tackle the issue of global inequality 
but has experienced monumental enthusiasm and fast growth, as well as its share of 
criticism in recent years. In a nutshell, Hossain and Rahman (2001: 13) have defined 
microfinance as the practise of microfinance institutions providing small loans to 
disadvantaged people who do not have access to traditional banks due to 
multidimensional reasons, such as rural location, deficiencies in national 
infrastructure, insufficient income or lack of collateral. Dr. Mohammad Yunus is 
commonly recognised as the father of modern microfinance due to his experiments in 
giving out small loans to poor women in Bangladesh while serving as a professor of 
economics at Chittagong University in the 1970s. His continuing work in the field of 
charitable microfinance earned him the Nobel Peace Prize in 2006. The number of 
microfinance organisations in the market around the world has continued to grow 
exponentially and in 2005 a non-profit microfinance organisation called Kiva was 
founded to enable private individuals to band together in making small 25 dollar loans 
to other individuals and borrower groups in need of capital around the world.  
  
Each loan application posted on Kiva.org features a loan description that is 
usually written by a field partner organisation and briefly describes the borrower, their 
situation in life and for what purpose they intend to use the loan. I myself became a 
lender through Kiva in 2012 and have since made multiple loans to people around the 
world. Through this experience I have become fascinated in the ways the borrowers 
are described in the loan descriptions as I noticed that they tend to be remarkably 
positive in their portrayal of the borrowers and their lives and thus appear to be quite 
different from stereotypical charitable aid solicitations. Thus, a more in-depth 
examination of the linguistic elements in these loan descriptions was called for, 
especially one that also focused on the socio-cultural environment in which the 
descriptions get produced and consumed.  
For my thesis I have compiled a corpus of loan applications posted on the 
website Kiva.org. These microloan descriptions exhibit an interesting new genre of 
written charity discourse that displays characteristics of advertising (main motive is to 
get individuals to part with their money), fiction (character descriptions) and 
informational text (factual information). This intriguing unique genre allows us to 
examine the following research questions: 
 How are people who are less privileged and are asking for assistance 
portrayed in the loan descriptions?  
 How does the language used in the loan descriptions reflect the role of 
microfinance within the broader umbrella of development aid? 
 
In order to operationalise these wide-ranging questions, I decided to 
specifically examine the adjectives used to describe the borrowers in the loan 
descriptions posted on Kiva. Nuria Edo Marzá (2011:100) claims adjectives to be an 
instrumental, yet underresearched, area in part of speech studies even though they 
are the 3rd largest open word class in English and influential in discourses aiming to 
convince the reader of the importance and attractiveness of the entity being described. 
Adjectives, as inherently descriptive in nature, should most clearly shed light on the 
ways these borrowers are portrayed and what kind of an image of the borrowers is 
seen to be the most effective to get the lenders to trust the borrowers with their money. 
Thus, by studying the adjectives in the loan descriptions, we should amass a good 
understanding of the type of impression Kiva conveys of its borrowers.  
  
Critical discourse analysis (CDA) was used to analyse the broader context in 
which these texts are produced and received.  An important aspect in the study was 
to examine how, why and for whom the descriptions are constructed and what types 
of discourses are generated and distributed about those in a subordinate position 
asking for help and why these particular aspects of a person’s life and personality are 
seen as relevant for a prospective lender to know. Power dynamics and the broader 
social realities of the world affect the way we perceive the world and the other people 
in it as well as affecting the words chosen to describe those people. The interplay of 
such factors and how they can be reflected in the borrower descriptions themselves 
could reveal interesting insights into the world of charitable giving and lending. 
My impression that I had gathered over the years as a Kiva lender was that 
the loan descriptions are largely created with the end reader, i.e. the lender, in mind 
and that this also affects the adjectives used to describe the borrowers. The leading 
hypothesis for the study was that the text will focus on the positive aspects of the 
borrowers’ circumstances in order to give the borrowers more agency over their lives 
than what is usually apportioned in more conventional charitable discourses as this 
would create more trust in the mind of the lender that the borrower is able to utilise the 
finances effectively and repay the loan. Yet, this perception needed to be evaluated 
based on authentic and unbiased data in order to uncover the types of discourses 
surrounding microfinance. 
The thesis will start off with a brief look at the academic outlooks on the main 
areas of research: critical discourse analysis, microfinance and adjectives. Then I shall 
move on to describing the collected corpus of loan descriptions and evaluating the 
potential biases in the corpus as well as explicating the criteria based on which the 
data was classified and analysed. The results and analysis are discussed in two parts. 
First from a purely textual point of view and then looking at the factors affecting the 
textual elements: how and why the texts were produced and what social conditions 
factor into the production and the consumption of these texts. Finally, in the 
conclusion, the findings are summarised and further implications and research 
possibilities are discussed. 
  
2. Theoretical background 
2.1. Critical discourse analysis (CDA) 
As stated above, I intend to examine the most common adjectives used in the 
corpus of loan descriptions through critical discourse analysis, thus combining 
quantitative data with mainly qualitative analysis. Discourse analysis explores 
language in use and in relation to its context and, consequently, I believe it to be ideal 
for revealing inherent value judgements, the effects of socio-cultural context and 
power structures.  
Blommaert (2005:6) defines CDA as “a linguistically oriented discourse 
analysis firmly anchored in social reality and with a deep interest in actual problems 
and forms of inequality in societies”. He states (2005:4‒16, 24‒25) that there are 
multiple ways to conduct analyses that uncover and critique prevailing inequalities and 
problems in society. Consequently, CDA constitutes a wide array of viewpoints that all 
ultimately dissect discourses through examining things such as context, power effects 
(particularly those that are constructed institutionally), and the meanings assigned to 
language choices by their users and, at long last, making all these structures more 
transparent through linguistic analysis. Wodak (2001:2) provides a similar 
understanding of the theory as she defines CDA as being “fundamentally concerned 
with analysing opaque as well as transparent structural relationships of dominance, 
discrimination, power and control as manifested in language”.  
Thus, discourses can reveal underlying ideological structures within cultures 
and societies and in order to reveal the discourses, one must examine language use. 
In his seminal book Language and Power Fairclough (1996:22) maintains that 
language constitutes a part of society, it is always at interplay with it and not an 
external entity. He understands language as a “social process” that is “socially 
conditioned” in that linguistic phenomena and social phenomena are connected. 
Consequently, in Fairclough’s view (1996:22‒23) language is furthermore not merely 
a passive part of society but an interactive element in it.  
Paul Baker has worked extensively in combining discourse analysis with 
corpus linguistic methods and claims in Using Corpora in Discourse Analysis (Baker 
2006:3‒4) that from a Foucauldian perspective discourses define and create the 
objects they address: the job of the researcher is to discover the underlying discourses 
by interpreting their data. Burr (1995:48) characterises discourse in a similar fashion 
  
as an assembly of “meanings, metaphors, representations, images, stories, 
statements and so on” that collectively create a distinctive “version of events”. There 
may be several conflicting discourse versions illustrating the same entity as each 
discourse can reflect and encompass a differing view of it. Baker (2010:122) stresses 
that CDA cannot truly be an objective approach as the researcher him or herself 
represents a particular reading of the events and will consequently interpret and 
criticise the discovered discourses accordingly from his or her own viewpoint.  
 Mills (1997:17) and Stubbs (2001:215) both advocate for the understanding 
that discourses can be uncovered from corpus data by discovering repeated patterns 
that insinuate the meanings and ideologies behind the discourse. Baker (2006:13, 
121) likewise argues that discourses may be implied even through individual words  
and that studying frequency lists may reveal the central topics and power structures 
of discourses in a corpus. However, in the case of corpus data, language is quite 
decontextualized and, as a result, one must take care to contextualise one’s 
interpretation of the data. This brings the supposedly quantitative corpus linguistics 
remarkably close to the characteristically qualitative discourse analysis (Baker 
2006:15‒18). Accordingly, discourse analysis paired with corpus data of adjective use 
should be ideal for examining the ways people are portrayed and what types of 
discourses are constructed around the concept of a microfinance borrower. 
Thus, the choice of critical discourse analysis seems particularly appropriate 
for the questions I wish to explore. Baker (2010: 3) characterises discourse analysis 
and CDA as focused on detecting and describing the ways a “particular representation 
of the world in relation to ideologies, attitudes and power relations” is created through 
language use. He claims that CDA can also examine the ways in which the 
circumstances under which a text is both constructed and consumed influence the 
text’s meaning and salience. Fairclough (1996:24‒27) presents a model for critical 
discourse analysis that consists of three inter-related dimensions or stages of 
production and analysis that operate behind the construction and interpretation of 
discourses. These three dimensions are: 
1 The product, which can be analysed through description. 
2 The process of production and its interpretation, which is concerned with 
the relationship between the text and societal interaction. 
  
3 The social conditions of production and their explanation, which is 
concerned with the connection between interaction and social context, i.e. 
the social forces behind the processes of production and of their 
interpretation, and ultimately their social effects. 
Fairclough also notes that the same societal conditions that influence the production 
of texts and discourses also affect the context of analysis, interpretation, and 
explanation. Thus, one must examine both the immediate conditions of the situational 
context and the more remote conditions of institutional and social structures while 
analysing the relationship between texts, processes, and their social conditions. He 
explains that the social conditions shape people’s conceptualisations of the world 
based on which they produce and interpret language and discourses. Thus, one 
cannot only analyse the finished text, the product, but must rather take into 
consideration the dynamics of producing and interpreting the text, as well as the social 
conditions that likewise affect the production and interpretation. As the researcher 
considers all of these three dimensions, the nature of the analysis changes from level 
to level. This viewpoint fits my research interests, as I am interested in how people 
are described and why, both in a smaller genre context as well as on a societal 
discourse level.  
In practise, this thesis will aim to describe and interpret the adjectives and 
discourses (i.e. the product) produced to depict the microloan borrowers and examine 
their linguistic properties and uniformities of these language choices. The ultimate goal 
is to be able to elucidate the social conditions that have made it more likely for certain 
types of adjectives to be used more often and more prominently than other types that 
might have been used instead. The study will attempt to reveal the types of socio-
cultural elements that create the social conditions for producing these loan 
descriptions in this particular manner and the ways in which this context affects the 
process of producing these contents and furthermore the ways in which these effects 
show in the linguistic choices made in the use of adjectives on the textual level. Factors 
such as who has produced the loan descriptions, why and how are in a key role in the 
interpretation of the adjectives found in the corpus. The social attitudes regarding 
microfinance borrowers and people looking for charitable aid naturally influence the 
types of texts produced to describe them. Hence, the intended audience and their 
effect on the produced text will be evaluated. In other words, the aim of the study is to 
  
assess the social forces behind the linguistic choices made when describing those 
that are in a relatively subordinate position and applying for assistance as well as to 
analyse the implications of such discourses critically. 
2.2. Microfinance in previous research and wider charity 
context  
2.2.1. Kiva.org 
Kiva is a non-profit microfinance organisation that hosts an internet service 
that facilitates connecting individual lenders to borrowers through the field partner 
organisations that post loan applications on the site.  According to Kiva’s reports (Kiva 
2005), the organisation was founded in 2005 by Matt Flannery and Jessica Jackley 
and is based in the US, but works with 230 microfinance institutions, called field 
partners, in 73 different countries. The field partner organisations are the ones who 
post the loans on the website and administer the logistics of the loans. Many of the 
field partners collect interests from the borrowers in order to cover their operational 
costs. Some microfinance institutions are non-profit while others are for-profit 
organisations. Kiva does not charge interest from the borrowers or the field partners, 
nor does it charge the lenders on the loans. Instead, Kiva’s operational costs are 
covered through donations, grants, corporate sponsors and foundations (Kiva 2005). 
Likewise, the lenders on Kiva do not collect profits from the loans, but rather get repaid 
the exact amount they lent as the borrower makes his or her repayments. Losses are 
possible if the borrower or the field partner are unable to repay the loan. Smaller losses 
can also occur during currency exchange to and from US dollars.  
Appendix 1 shows a screenshot of a randomly chosen loan application1 from 
Kiva.org. Typical applications of the loan funds include for example investing the 
money in their current trade, a start-up business, a house renovation, their own or their 
children’s education, purchasing crop seeds or cattle, etc. The loan description also 
includes additional information on the field partner (such as risk rating, return on assets 
and delinquency and default rates) and the specific finances of the loan (such as loan 
amount, repayment term and repayment schedule). Lenders can browse loan 
applications posted on the website, make a 25 dollar loan to a borrower of their 
                                                          
1 Due to anonymization requirements the loan application in Appendix 1 is not one of the applications 
included in the study.  
  
choosing and then wait for the borrower to pay them back after which they can relend 
the money or withdraw it from the service. 
2.2.2. Criticism of microfinance from a charity perspective 
In an optimal situation microfinance is designed to help both individuals and 
ultimately the whole community at large. Dichter (2010:18) condenses the model as 
disadvantaged people with low funds in developing countries take out small loans from 
microfinance organisations in order to start their own business or expand an existing 
one. First the borrower will repay their loan and in time the increased profits from the 
business will raise the borrower out of poverty. When more and more of these small 
businesses emerge, they can participate in improving the economic state of the whole 
community. Much of the academic praise of microfinance appears to focus on the 
added agency and self-determination allotted to both the lenders and the borrowers.  
Neoliberalism is a term that divides people into opposing camps and 
microfinance research is no exception. Pollin (2003:173) defines neoliberalism as an 
economic agenda that pursues reducing government spending, deficit and inflation 
and the deregulation of labour and ﬁnancial markets and opening national economies 
to free trade and investments. In the context of microfinance neoliberalism can be 
interpreted as an increase in personal liberties and individualism as borrowers can 
apply for a loan at an international market and spend the money as they see fit and 
lenders can likewise determine on their own whose loan they wish to fund. People can 
help other people help themselves through microfinance without having to resort to 
the aid of a government or an institution. Campbell (2010) appreciates this enhanced 
freedom and welcomes the neoliberal ideology as an opportune prospect for the world 
economy and the empowerment of women as they are able to mitigate their financial 
dependency on men through the small loans. 
Yet, microfinance has faced stiff criticism for propagating commercial and 
capitalist values and neoliberalism into charity contexts. Most studies examine the 
phenomenon of microfinance from an economic and/or socio-political point of view. 
There seems to be no lack of multifaceted academic critical studies when it comes to 
the field of microfinance. Studies such as Kleinman (2014) and Aitken (2010) are very 
critical of the neoliberal values and ideologies they perceive to be inherent to 
microfinance. Kleinman (2014) analyses the mission statements, articles and annual 
reports of microfinance organisations in Haiti using critical discourse analysis and 
  
presents microfinance as a neoliberal form of governmentality that seeks to 
commercialise and replace charitable giving with indentured slavery under high 
interest rates.  
I myself am hesitant toward neoliberal ideologies, especially when it comes to 
charitable activities. Neoliberalism can often ignore the existing power inequalities and 
presume that people have equal chances to succeed in life and this is often not true, 
especially in charity contexts. However, many of the critiques seem to be 
overestimating the role of microloans in the broader charity context and portray it as a 
genuine threat to traditional charitable donations. Nonetheless, the potential existence 
of neoliberal discourses will be taken into account in the analysis and their effects will 
be examined and evaluated. 
 
2.2.3. Charity discourses and lender biases 
Despite the novelty of microfinance and peer-to-peer lending organisations 
such as Kiva, and perhaps due to their swift rise in popularity, a number of studies 
have examined the various factors influencing lending behaviour. Galak, Small and 
Stephen (2011) describe in their paper Microfinance Decision Making: A Field Study 
of Prosocial Lending the different borrower characteristics that affect lenders’ choice 
of who to lend to on Kiva. They discovered that lenders are more likely to finance loans 
to individuals rather than to groups2 and seek borrowers with whom they identify more 
easily through social proximity. When it comes to gender, occupation and even first 
name initial, lenders favour borrowers that resemble themselves. Shameem Black 
(2009) also found that the illusion of proximity and intimacy is central to lending 
behaviour. Furthermore, Jenq, Pan and Theseira (2012:21) found even further biases 
in lender preferences: all else being equal the “more attractive, less overweight and 
lighter-skinned” borrowers as well as “borrowers that appear more needy, honest and 
creditworthy” get funded faster.   
Likewise, by analysing lender narratives, Bajde (2013) found that lenders obtain 
a feeling of empowerment for themselves as they get to decide which borrower’s loan 
to add to their portfolio. Thus, the lenders get to play “venture philanthropists”. Lenders 
also get the feeling that their money is concurrently both more efficient (as it gets paid 
back and can then be loaned again) and interpersonally meaningful (i.e. the 
                                                          
2 Ly and Mason (2010) found the opposite, with group loans being more popular than loans to 
individuals. 
  
relationship between the borrower and lender is direct and thus feels more intimate). 
However, using slightly different, but comparable data Mittelman and Rojas-Méndez 
(2013) found the motivations of lenders to be considerably more altruistic, although 
they also found evidence for some of the lenders to be operating based on selfish 
motivations, such as egoism and prestige. They did also find lenders being motivated 
by the “idea of a sustainable, personal, and impactful offering” (2013:328), which might 
reflect a similar desire for intimacy and proximity as found in Black (2009). McKinnon 
et al. (2013:338) criticises this imagined connectedness and intimacy as being 
constructed for and by the lenders: the interactions that Kiva facilitates are ultimately 
controlled by the lender, who has all the power in the supposed relationship. The 
lender chooses who to engage and plays a part in how poverty, development and the 
borrower themselves get framed. 
Even though Herzenstein, Sonenshein and Dholakia’s 2011 study explored 
Prosper.com, an inherently different type of lending website compared to Kiva 
(Prosper.com operates in the US and facilitates lending among individual peers, who 
write their own loan proposals as opposed to Kiva’s global and charity focused goals 
that are implemented through the field partner organisations), their findings on the 
crucial importance of narratives and identity constructions in lenders’ choice of 
borrower can be seen as applicable to Kiva loans as well. They discovered that 
borrowers who presented themselves as trustworthy or successful through their 
narratives were more successful with gathering funding, but paradoxically less likely 
to actually pay back the received loan.  
When it comes to charity discourses in general, Rhian Richards noted in his 
2004 ANZCA04 conference paper titled An Analysis of the Representation of the Third 
World in British Charity Advertisements that for a few decades now the trend of charity 
advertisements seems to have been moving away from the miserable stories of 
helpless people and towards being framed more positively and with more agency 
given to the subjects of the advertisements. As Richards (2004) shows, the 
argumentation focused on misery, powerlessness and insurmountable obstacles 
seems to be quite common in older and more traditional charity discourses, for 
example in advertisements for hunger campaigns with the hard-hitting images of 
crying and dying babies and the detailed descriptions of children and women walking 
  
for miles to get water. In multiple other studies3 the usefulness of positive and negative 
descriptions in charity fundraising petitions of international development organisations 
has been analysed yielding varying results, so it is hard to say whether the trend 
towards more positive descriptions will allocate more or less money to charitable 
initiatives in the future. 
All in all, it is clear that lenders’ choice of borrower is far from being neutral or 
solely based on financial risk factors. This makes a critical linguistic study of the 
borrower descriptions indispensable for our understanding of the inner workings of 
microfinance. 
2.3. Adjectives and stance 
In this section I will only briefly go through some of the adjective related 
terminology that is utilised in the analysis. Some of the classifications and the practical 
criteria are discussed in more detail in section 3.3. 
Adjectives are not wholly unproblematic to distinguish from other parts of 
speeches. Longman Grammar of Spoken and Written English (Biber, et al. 2000: 505‒
508) presents morphological, syntactic and semantic characteristics that distinguish 
adjectives from other parts of speeches. These include morphological inflection (ability 
to display degree of comparison, i.e. positive, comparative and superlative forms), the 
ability to appear in both attributive and predicative syntactic roles, having a 
fundamentally descriptive meaning, and gradability (ability to be modified by adverbs 
of degree, thus showcasing degrees of a quality). However, only central adjectives 
display all of these characteristics. A plethora of so called peripheral adjectives can 
lack one or more of these identifying traits. Furthermore, other word classes can also 
present some of these characteristics: for example, adverbs can also display 
morphological inflection.  
Longman Grammar of Spoken and Written English (Biber, et al. 2000: 508‒
509) also groups adjectives into two semantic categories: descriptors and classifiers. 
Descriptors represent the most archetypal adjectives and tend to be gradable. 
Descriptive adjectives can be divided into following semantic domains: colour, 
size/quantity/extent, time, evaluative/emotive (expressing judgements, affect or 
emphasis), and miscellaneous descriptive (e.g. cold, hard, positive). Classifiers on the 
                                                          
3 Such as Dyck and Coldevin (1992), Radley and Kennedy (1997) and Dogra (2007) 
  
other hand tend to be non-gradable and operate by limiting the noun’s referent by 
situating it in a subgroup in relation to other referents. Classifiers can be 
relational/classificational/restrictive (e.g. main, necessary, single), affiliative (indicating 
national or religious group affiliations e.g. Lebanese, Indian, African), or 
topical/miscellaneous (e.g. financial, economic, social). However, topical classifiers 
may also exhibit more or less descriptive properties while also restraining the 
reference of the head noun. Accordingly, some adjectives may act as either descriptor 
or classifier depending on the context.  
The adjectives used in the loan descriptions were also classified and analysed 
based on the stance they project. Various scholars have used several different terms, 
such as affect, appraisal, evaluation, stance and connotation, to denote roughly the 
same idea of an evaluative attitude or position projected by a linguistic item. In this 
thesis I have decided to use the term promoted by Douglas Biber: stance. Biber et al. 
(2000:966) defines stance as a “personal feelings, attitudes, value judgements, or 
assessments” reflected by the author through his or her text. Biber et al. (2000:966‒
986) examined stance for the most part on a grammatical and phrasal level, but for 
this study I will mainly be determining stance based on lexical marking of affective or 
evaluative word choices at the level of individual adjective tokens as all tokens are 
categorised as having either neutral, positive or negative stance. Hunston (2011:12) 
stresses that evaluation or stance cannot truly be determined without context and thus 
all the designations of stance are made in relation to the context surrounding the token. 
Hunston also describes stance as being ultimately a subjective determination, but that 
the assignment of stance does not occur in a vacuum. Rather, the determination 
transpires in interaction and is influenced by a shared value system. 
3. Data and Methods 
3.1. Corpus compilation process 
To begin the process of corpus compilation Kiva was contacted to ask for their 
permission for using the loan applications available on their website as a data source 
for corpus compilation. This permission was granted with the prerequisite that the 
pictures of the borrowers be omitted and all entries be anonymised, which are not 
atypical duties when compiling a corpus and hence constitute no great limitation. The 
loan descriptions were anonymised by replacing the names of the borrowers and/or 
  
the name of their borrower group with ‘[Borrower]’. Any other names, such as names 
of spouses and children, were also removed and replaced by ‘[Name redacted]’. 
Another core matter for the corpus compilation process is to ensure a 
representative sample of the loan descriptions, so that the results can be generalizable 
to the broader population of loan descriptions. As it became apparent quite quickly 
that collecting all of the loan descriptions listed on Kiva.org would be impractical due 
to time constraints, it was paramount to find a sampling method that ensures maximum 
representativeness. The largest issue concerning representativeness has turned out 
to be the non-static nature of the Kiva.org website. This concern was tackled by 
sacrificing the absolute randomness of the sample and sorting the loans on the 
website by most recently added and thus collecting the newest loan descriptions each 
day of the data collection process. This way should allow for better control of the time 
span of when the data was produced, so that any global events (such as natural 
disasters or conflicts) should not influence the types of loans that get posted, or at the 
very least I would be aware of this type of effect should some global or regional crisis 
occur during the data collection period4.  Yet, this decision brings forth an issue of 
representativeness, as some field partners and, correspondingly countries, may turn 
out overrepresented in the corpus because they happen to be uploading their clients’ 
descriptions at that particular point in time when the corpus data will be collected. 
Thus, this tendency of field partners uploading several loans at the same time has the 
potential of skewing the corpus. Still, I believe that dividing the corpus collection 
process over several weeks and increasing the sample size will help to balance this 
considerably. This turned out to be the case in a small scale pilot study I conducted 
earlier. Even with an exceedingly small sample size, the mini corpus turned out to be 
surprisingly representative of the entire population of loan applications, at least based 
on metadata such as gender and sector. 
Another option I considered was using the option of sort by random that is 
available on the Kiva website, but this alternative brings its own complications. 
Although intuitively it would seem to make more sense to sort by random, the reality 
might be different, as true randomness is extraordinarily rare, if not impossible. 
Information was not available on what kind of algorithm Kiva uses to produce this 
supposedly random sorting and whether there are any biases in the ways these 
                                                          
4 Luckily no such event occurred during the corpus compilation period. 
  
random selections are made. It might be good business sense to subtly use that 
opportunity to highlight loans that are not receiving much attention, but should this be 
the case, it would also significantly skew the corpus sample and this made me 
apprehensive to expect the random sorting to produce a true statistical random 
sample. Furthermore, if I collected the sample using the sort by random, I would have 
no control over whether Kiva has deleted or modified some of the loan applications 
after the loans have been paid back or have defaulted or for any number of reasons I 
could have no control over. This would also have skewed my sample and, unlike in 
the sorting by most recent option, I would not have been able to notice the bias until 
after the fact, or not at all. Ultimately, the decision was made to collect the most recent 
loans as that way the risks for skewedness were more easily recognisable and 
consequently more manageable. 
3.2. Technical details of the corpus 
The corpus collection period started on February 23rd 2015 and finished on 
March 26th 2015, during which time 1,700 loan descriptions were collected. The 
average loan description was 125.46 words long and the overall size of the corpus is 
213,282 words5. This size was deemed sufficient for the purposes of the current study, 
but if one wished to divide the corpus into smaller subcorpora or do substantial 
statistical analysis more data might be advisable in order to counteract possible 
biases. Unfortunately, as discussed above, the sample of loan descriptions is not a 
pure random sample, but rather a bit of a convenience sample or a cluster sample. 
This does make generalisation to the whole population somewhat problematic. 
However, as it is a rare find indeed to come across a perfectly unbiased and 
completely representative sample of any kind, the Kiva corpus can hopefully be 
considered representative enough to make cautious generalisations based on it, as 
long as one is aware of the potential biases. In the following paragraphs I assess the 
representativeness of the corpus sample by comparing metadata to similar metadata 
collected of all the loans posted on Kiva.org.  
During the data collection the following metadata was collected along with the 
loan descriptions themselves: 
                                                          
5 CLAWS tagger treats each grouping of letters separated by empty space as a separate word. This 
definition of word is hardly ideal or unproblematic but under the circumstances, this cannot be helped.  
  
 Gender of borrower 
 Country of residence 
 Loan amount 
 Repayment term 
 Sector/intended use of the loan money 
 Date the loan was posted and collected into the corpus 
 Field partner organisation 
 Word count of loan description 
 Author of the loan description (borrower or representative of the field 
partner) 
 Original language 
 Success of the loan (funded or expired) 
These metadata categorisations can be used to analyse the data further and to 
uncover potential differences between, for example, the way male and female 
borrowers are described or whether larger loans or loans with longer repayment terms 
have more detailed descriptions. Although most of these aspects did not turn out to be 
the focal point of this particular study, they can be used in future studies utilising the 
same data, as this current study was able to merely survey one feature, namely 
adjectives, of the loan description corpus. 
In order to uncover possible biases in the corpus I compared its metadata to 
overall metadata statistics available on Kiva.org. These tables will be discussed in 
detail below. However the metadata obtained from the Kiva website is not directly 
comparable to the compiled corpus nor is it entirely reliable. One can see from Tables 
1, 2 and 3 below that there are considerable inconsistencies in the total number of 
loans at particular times, even though all the metadata was collected at the same time 
each instance. For example, on February 23rd Kiva statistics claimed there to be 3,404 
loans looking for funding, but in the metadata showcasing gender distribution of the 
borrowers (Table 1) there would seem to be 4,786 fundraising loans, in Table 2 the 
grand total shows 4,280 loans and in Table 3 6,379 loans. Similar inconsistencies 
occur in all the metadata statistics obtained from the Kiva.org website, except in the 
fundraising loans on April 4th where all statistics show the number of fundraising loans 
to be 4,087. I assume that these discrepancies might be due to the constantly updating 
nature of the website and some statistics updating faster than others, but it might also 
  
be an indication of a larger issue in Kiva’s systems or of a mistake made in the 
collection process. Yet, as these general metadata statistics are only used to verify 
that there are no major biases in the compiled corpus, this unreliability should not be 
cause for too much concern over the general representativeness of the corpus. It 
should however be taken into consideration while comparing the metadata. 
Additionally, it would be preferable to compare the corpus’ metadata to that of 
all the loans uploaded on Kiva.org during the collection period and see if the corpus 
constitutes a representable sample of them, but this data is not publicly available. 
Thus, I have compared my data to the metadata of loans that were fundraising on a 
particular moment before and after the corpus compilation process and also to that of 
all loans uploaded on Kiva.org before and after the data collection period. This data 
was collected on two occasions, on February 23rd and April 6th 2015. However, as the 
corpus is a synchronic cross section of loans uploaded at a particular time and 
comparing them to all the loans ever uploaded on the website is not straightforward 
as the types of loans uploaded throughout the years (Kiva has been operating since 
2005) may have changed over time as new field partners and countries have joined 
the Kiva network. Perhaps surprisingly, most of the categories seem to have remained 
relatively stable with some fluctuations in for example gender distributions and 
individual versus group loan ratios.  
On the other hand, the corpus is not directly comparable to the synchronic 
data of loans that happened to be fundraising at a particular time either due to the less 
popular loans ending up overrepresented in the metadata of fundraising loans as 
popular loans get funded quickly and thus disappear from the statistics, while less 
popular loans will spend more time fundraising and will consequently cumulate in the 
statistics. This is particularly obvious while comparing the metadata regarding the 
gender of the borrowers shown in Table 1.  
Table 1: Gender of borrowers 
Gender 
Fundraising 
23.2. (n=4,786) 
Total 23.2. 
(n=800,359) 
Fundraising 
6.4. (n=4,087) 
Total 6.4. 
(n=831,434) 
Corpus 
(n=1,700) 
Male 57.79% 24.87% 41.57% 24.50% 21.82% 
Female 42.21% 75.13% 58.43% 75.50% 69.65% 
Mixed (group) N/A N/A N/A N/A 8.41% 
Unknown N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.12% 
Total 100% 100%  100% 100% 100% 
 
  
Loans to men tend to be less popular than loans to women6 and even though 
significantly fewer (the ratio seems to be around 1:4) loans to male borrowers are 
uploaded on the website, they end up spending so much more time fundraising that 
they make up about half of the fundraising loans. On the whole, when it comes to 
gender distribution, the corpus seems to be reasonably well in line with the total loans 
when taken into consideration that Kiva classifies all loans as either male or female, 
even if the borrower consists of a group of people with different genders. This is 
possibly due to knowing that loans to female borrowers are more popular and thus it 
would make sense to classify a group loan as being for women. I decided to mark 
these cases as a ‘mixed’ group even though I doubt that this will be a particularly 
interesting factor in regard to adjective use. This addition of a supplementary category 
that covers 8% of all loans will naturally have modified the gender ratio of the corpus 
to differ from that of Kiva statistics.  
All in all, gender was determined primarily based on the use of female or male 
personal pronouns in the loan description. In cases where this was not possible, 
gender was determined based on the photograph and name of the borrower. Although 
I acknowledge that this type of prescription of gender identities is hardly ideal, better 
means were not available. 
Another set of metadata published by Kiva is the sector where the loaned 
money will be used. As seen in Table 2, agriculture and food (production and sales) 
are unsurprisingly the most common sectors as many borrowers in lower income 
countries are employed in farm work and are looking for loans to purchase seeds, 
cattle or invest in farming machinery. Another common loan sector is retail, where a 
typical borrower operates a stall at a local market and seeks a loan to acquire 
merchandise more cheaply in bulk. From Table 2 one can see that there are some 
sectors that appear to be more popular among lenders as their ratio is lower in the 
fundraising columns than it is in the columns depicting total numbers of loans. Such 
sectors appear to be for example health and education. Yet, all in all, the corpus seems 
relatively representative when it comes to sector distribution as there are no vast 
discrepancies in the way loans are dispersed across the columns.  
 
                                                          
6 Analysing the reasons behind this contrast would in and of itself be an immensely interesting topic 
for research and this can perhaps be looked into in more detail in future research. 
  
Table 2: Sector where loan money will be utilised 
Sector 
Fundraising 23.2. 
(n=4,280) 
Total 23.2. 
(n=800,359)        
Fundraising 6.4. 
(n=4,087) 
Total 6.4. 
(n=828,975) 
Corpus 
(n=1,700) 
Agriculture 25.63% 22.55% 36.97% 23.05% 31.82% 
Arts 0.05% 1.99% 0.29% 1.96% 2.12% 
Clothing 4.30% 6.39% 4.99% 6.35% 4.71% 
Construction 1.07% 1.67% 1.32% 1.64% 1.65% 
Education 0.91% 2.30% 1.86% 2.31% 3.94% 
Entertainment 0.05% 0.17% 0.05% 0.16% 0.06% 
Food 13.01% 24.83% 15.98% 24.86% 21.29% 
Health 0% 0.88% 0.39% 0.87% 0.88% 
Housing 8.69% 3.68% 6.70% 3.64% 3.65% 
Manufacturing 0.09% 1.34% 0.64% 1.32% 0.94% 
Personal use 2.01% 1.63% 1.93% 1.71% 2.12% 
Retail 30.91% 21.77% 19.06% 21.49% 17.65% 
Services 10.02% 7.50% 6.39% 7.40% 7.18% 
Transportation 3.13% 3.10% 3.38% 3.05% 1.88% 
Wholesale 0.11% 0.19% 0.05% 0.19% 0.12% 
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
 
 When it comes to the distribution of loans to individual people versus 
group loans, there would seem to be a slight overrepresentation of group loans in the 
corpus (Table 3). Yet, the ratio between individual and group loans seems to fluctuate 
also in the other columns, for example the ratio is quite different even between the two 
columns representing fundraising loans. Thus, even this discrepancy between the 
corpus and the collected comparison metadata does not seem overly substantial in 
the sense that it would establish the corpus as utterly skewed toward group loans. 
Consequently, the corpus can be seen as reasonably representative of typical Kiva 
loan descriptions as in most of the metadata categories the corpus metadata seems 
to follow similar trends as the other collected metadata does and no major anomalies 
were discovered while comparing these metadata categories. 
Table 3: Loan made to an individual person or to a group of two people or more 
   
Fundraising 23.2. 
(n=6,379) 
Total 23.2. 
(n=800,359) 
Fundraising 6.4. 
(n=4,087) 
Total 6.4. 
(n=832,764) 
Corpus 
(n=1,700) 
Group 6.68% 13.76% 15.07% 13.59% 19.35% 
Individual 93.32% 86.24% 84.93% 86.41% 80.65% 
Total 100% 100%  100% 100% 100% 
 
  
Another practical methodology issue was the significant number of loan 
descriptions that have originally been written in a language other than English and 
have later been translated by Kiva volunteers into English. The translations may cause 
bias in the corpus as no information on the competency level of the volunteer 
translators is provided and since substandard translations might obscure or skew the 
intended meanings of the original texts or result in simplistic and odd language 
choices. However, I assume that most of the “originally” English texts are also not 
written by native speakers of English as they are written by representatives of the field 
partners situated all around the world. Ultimately some of the translations might end 
up being closer to so-called “native” English than those written in English to begin with. 
Thus, I came to the conclusion that as we are dealing with international English in a 
lingua franca context, the high number of translations does not seem to be of overly 
crucial importance. Naturally however metadata on the original language of the loan 
descriptions was documented in case the translated nature of some of the descriptions 
would turn out to be a significant factor in the future.  
Table 4: Original language of the loan description 
Original language % (n=1,700) 
English 68.24% 
Spanish 22.18% 
French 7.24% 
Russian 1.65% 
Portuguese 0.71% 
Total 100.00% 
 
As we can see in Table 4, the majority (68%) of the loans was written in English, 
while about a third of the loans (32%) were translated from other languages. The main 
complication related to the translated loan descriptions is their not being distributed 
evenly throughout the corpus. Majority of the translations are from Spanish to English 
and all of the originally Spanish loans come from field partners in South and Central 
America. Thus, comparing loan descriptions from different continents to see if different 
types of adjectives are used of Eastern European loans in contrast to South American 
loans, any differences discovered might not be due to continental differences but 
rather be due to differences between translated and originally English descriptions. 
Another important detail revealed in the metadata is how in the vast majority of 
cases the descriptions of the borrowers are written by a field partner, as seen in Table 
  
5. The poor and disadvantaged rarely get their voices heard to tell their own sides of 
their stories and sadly this is true also when it comes to charitable discourses. It would 
be interesting to see how the borrowers themselves would describe themselves, their 
lives and aspirations and how these descriptions would differ from those written by the 
field partners. Unfortunately, due to the very low number of loan descriptions where 
the borrower is quoted directly (1.1% of all the loans in the corpus) this is probably 
impractical as the probability of bias is significantly higher in such small samples. 
Table 5: Author of loan description 
Author of description Frequency 
field partner 1,680 
field partner and borrower 19 
unknown 1 
Total 1,700 
 
3.3. Classifying data  
3.3.1. The problem of categorising parts of speech 
Coming up with an unambiguous definition for adjectives is not quite as 
straightforward a process as one might wish. As discussed in section 2.3 adjectives 
do not all conform to the same form and can fulfil the various adjective characteristics 
to differing degrees. Therefore, it is far from unproblematic to determine an objective 
set of criteria for determining the word class of each word. Below, I will discuss the 
ways this matter was handled in different stages of the research process.  
In order to locate the adjectives more efficiently, CLAWS 7 POS tagger was 
used to annotate the corpus with part of speech tags (accuracy rate for the tagger is 
announced on their website as being 96‒97%), after which the software Antconc‘s 
(Anthony, L. 2012) regular expression search function (search word: \w_J) was used 
to extract all adjectives from the corpus. The concordance was subsequently manually 
reviewed by evaluating the tagged adjectives based on supplementary criteria. As 
noted above, adjectives are somewhat challenging to define unequivocally, so this 
task was left to experts, i.e. lexicographers. Each word tagged as adjective was 
checked in three online dictionaries (Merriam-Webster Dictionary, Oxford Dictionary, 
and Longman English Dictionary Online) and if a specific word was not classified as 
an adjective in any of them, it was removed from the concordance and saved in a 
  
separate file of rejected tagged adjectives, so that they can be retrieved and reviewed 
if necessary.   
However, this process turned out not to be entirely dependable, as it does not 
take into effect the context and referents of the proposed adjectives. In an effort to 
achieve objectivity and avoid cherry-picking several non-adjectives and/or words that 
sometimes act as adjectives, but in current context functioned as adverbs or other 
parts of speech had first of all deceived the tagging software and were then also able 
to fit the criteria of being classified as an adjective in a dictionary and were thus 
included in the concordance.  
Thus, the clean-up process needed to be renewed and criteria that better heed 
the context surrounding the word was implemented. The concordance lines were 
examined another time and the context in which each proposed adjective appeared 
was reviewed. Words that could from the context clearly be determined to belong to 
different parts of speech categories were removed from the concordance and saved 
into a separate file. Most tokens that had managed to deceive the CLAWS 7 POS 
tagger were most often adverbs, proper nouns, compound nouns or verbs. Below are 
a few examples of discarded tokens: 
 
 children_NN2 in_II Ozurgeti_JJ district_NN1 ._.  
 a_AT1 member_NN1 of_IO Mukole_NP1 Central_JJ 
Group_NN1   
 she_PPHS1 is_VBZ working_VVG  very_RG hard_JJ  
 she_PPHS1 will_VM reinvest_JJT in_II her_APPGE 
business_NN1 ._.   
In the case of compound nouns being tagged as adjectives, dictionaries could 
once again be utilised to ensure greater objectivity. Cases where a compound noun 
was suspected were checked in Merriam-Webster Dictionary, Oxford Dictionary, and 
Longman English Dictionary Online and if the word combination was classified in any 
of them as a noun, the adjective token was removed from the concordance. For 
example, soft drink, general store, high school and sweet potato are classified as a 
noun in at least one of the three dictionaries and cases of them were consequently 
removed from the concordance. There were naturally quite a few borderline cases 
where the same type was classified as an adjective in some cases whereas it was 
  
classified as a noun in other very similar cases. Such is the case with the many 
occurrences of solar in the concordance. Solar energy, solar power, solar panel and 
solar system have become common enough to be classified as nouns in the Oxford 
English Dictionary and were thus removed from the concordance. Solar lamp, solar 
light and solar home solution on the other hand, have not yet become as standardised 
and could not be found in any of the three dictionaries as nouns and thus, in these 
cases solar was classified and analysed as an adjective. This exposes a problem in 
the methodology, as personally I would categorise solar light as being equally noun-
like as solar panel. Yet, in order to preserve maximal objectivity and avoid cherry-
picking the tokens in the concordance, the determination of compound noun status 
was left to the dictionaries. However, tokens that were seen to be more noun-like than 
adjective-like, such as solar light, were given significantly less emphasis in the analysis 
process. 
Although some of these determinations are by default made more subjectively 
than would be preferred, I believe that the results will have benefited from the exclusion 
of erroneously tagged adjective tokens more than they have been marred by 
potentially discarding a number of authentic adjective tokens in error. Especially as 
foremost care was put into maintaining a consistent policy toward all of the tokens. 
Ultimately, of the 213,282 words in the Kiva corpus Antconc discovered 
13,463 tokens of adjectives. All in all 1,124 of those tokens were rejected during the 
concordance clean-up process, leaving 12,339 adjective tokens for the analysis. This 
makes the accuracy7 of the CLAWS 7 POS tagger 90.9% when it comes to the Kiva 
corpus. This is slightly lower than their announced accuracy of 96-97%, but the 
discrepancy is probably due to the relatively high number of non-English place and 
plant names that were sometimes erroneously tagged as adjectives in the Kiva corpus. 
The incongruity might also be due to the different criteria used in this study to 
distinguish adjectives from other parts of speech. It might also be the case that the 
accuracy of the tagger is generally lower when it comes to recognising adjectives in 
comparison to other parts of speech. In general, the CLAWS 7 POS tagger can be 
seen as performing quite well for the purposes of this study.  
                                                          
7 At least when it comes to precision. Accuracy of recall was not determined as manually checking the 
entire corpus is not feasible for this thesis. 
  
3.3.2. Semantic grouping of adjectives 
The adjective tokens were divided into two rather broad semantic groupings 
presented in Longman Grammar of Spoken and Written English (Biber, et al. 2000: 
508‒509). As discussed in section 2.3. the border between descriptors and classifiers 
is also not wholly immutable as shown in Longman Grammar of Spoken and Written 
English (Biber et al 2000:509). Depending on the context, some adjectives can 
function as either descriptor or classifier. Some of these cases were due to homonymy. 
Even though these cases were rare in the concordance, there were some such as 
certain that was labelled in both categories depending on the context. 
 Descriptor: She_PPHS1 is_VBZ certain_JJ that_CST 
with_IW the_AT new_JJ merchandise_NN 
 Classifier: enable_VVI her_PPHO1  to_TO assume_VVI certain_JJ 
family_NN1 expenses_NN2  
The adjectives were also classified based on the positive, negative or neutral 
stnace they project to the referent. For example, tokens such as good, better, happy, 
hardworking and thankful were classified as positive, poor, high-risk and illiterate 
negative and financial, married, young and daily were labelled neutral. Such 
determinations of positivity or negativity were highly dependent on the context. For 
example, the adjective alone does not inherently convey a stance, but can have both 
positive and negative connotations based on context. In the following example taken 
from the concordance, being alone is presented as being difficult for the borrower, and 
thus, in this case alone was tagged as negative.    
is_VBZ hard_JJ for_IF her_PPHO1 to_TO be_VBI 
alone_JJ and_CC keep_VV0  a_AT1 family_NN1 ._.   
Similarly, the same adjective could be classified as positive in one instance 
and negative in another depending on the context. Such is the case for the adjective 
constant. In the three examples below constant was labelled differently in each case:  
1. Positive: independent_JJ ,_, patient_NN1 ,_,  
constant_JJ ,_, responsible_JJ ,_, and_CC hard_RR 
working 
  
2. Negative: They_PPHS2 had_VHD constant_JJ challenges_NN2 
with_IW lack_NN1 of_IO  adequa 
3. Neutral: the_AT farm_NN1 is_VBZ the_AT only_JJ 
constant_JJ  income_NN1  
Analysing how the adjectives found in the Kiva corpus situate within these 
semantic classifications should turn out fairly interesting, especially when compared 
to other text types, such as traditional charity discourse and advertisements. What 
types of classifiers are seen as relevant for lenders to know about the borrower? 
Marital status? Religion? What kinds of descriptors are used of the borrowers and how 
are these value judgements used to present such an image of the borrower that would 
influence the lenders to entrust the borrower with their money? Are the borrowers’ lives 
presented as exceedingly positive as hypothesised? These questions, their answers 
and their broader implications are discussed below in the results, analysis and 
discussion sections. The results section will be examining the adjectives on a textual 
level, while the process of production and the social conditions of production will be 
dissected and interpreted in the analysis and discussion section. 
4. Results  
4.1. Distribution of adjectives across the texts 
 
At first I will be looking at the dispersion of the adjectives along the different 
loan descriptions to garner an understanding of how consistently the adjectives are 
distributed in the loan descriptions. If a significant amount of the adjectives were 
clustered in very few loan descriptions, those texts would have a more substantial 
effect on the overall analysis of adjective use in the loan descriptions and could thus 
warp the results. In order to examine the dispersion patterns of the adjectives I ran the 
metadata I had gathered through IBM SPSS Statistics 21.0 and calculated some basic 
statistical measures, which can be seen in Table 6 and Figure 1 below. 
  
 
 
The mean, median and mode differ from each other only by a few adjectives 
and so we can see that the majority of the loan descriptions have a fairly similar 
amount of adjectives. On average a loan description has around seven adjectives, 
with the mode being 4 adjectives. The range in the number of adjectives is 
nevertheless considerable as there are loan descriptions without a single adjective, 
while the highest number of adjectives in a single loan description is 43 adjective 
tokens. From the boxplot we can see that there is a fair number of outliers with 
significantly higher numbers of adjectives. The text with the most adjectives (43) is 
quite distinctive even from the other outliers as the loan description with the second 
highest adjective tally has 34 adjectives. All in all it would seem that there are a number 
of atypical loans in the corpus which have a substantially more adjectives than there 
are in archetypical loans. In order to explain this clustering in the distribution of 
adjectives I will next turn to exploring some related variables. 
The most obvious explanation for the variation in the numbers of adjectives 
per loan is that the loan descriptions themselves are of differing lengths. A longer text 
will naturally have more space for extra adjectives. Figure 2 illustrates a correlation 
between these variables, which helps to rationalise most of the clustering effects and 
outliers discovered in the boxplot of simple adjective counts. 
Table 6: Distribution of 
adjective tokens 
Number of adjectives   
N 
Valid 1700 
Missing 0 
Mean 7.258 
Median 6.000 
Mode 4.0 
Std. Deviation 4.4775 
Minimum .0 
Maximum 43.0 
Percentiles 
25 4.000 
50 6.000 
75 9.000 
Figure 1: Distribution of adjective tokens 
  
 
The scatter plot shows moderate positive correlation where the linear 
regression explains 62.4% of the variation in the data (p<0.01)8. There seems to be a 
fair amount of variation on both sides of the regression line. This shows that even 
though the number of adjectives rises as the descriptions get longer, there remains 
some variation that cannot be explained through the length of the text alone. Most of 
this variation does not seem abnormal as different texts written by various authors do 
not necessarily display the exact distribution of adjectives throughout as writing styles 
obviously differ from one author to the next.  
The scatterplot displays some loans that deviate from the general trend more 
than others. The most noteworthy of such outliers were marked and examined more 
closely. All of such outliers featured more adjectives than might be expected based on 
the length of the loan description. The loans labelled 726 and 1,470 in the scatter plot 
are Kenyan loans for agricultural purposes from the same field partner.  The other two, 
                                                          
8 Pearson2-tailed correlation test results can be found in the Appendix 2. 
Figure 2: Number of adjectives per words per loan 
  
labelled 823 and 996 are also both from the same Bolivian field partner but the loans 
are used for different purposes: loan 996 is used for education and 823 for food related 
expenses. Three of the four marked outlier loans feature direct quotations from the 
borrowers themselves in addition to the main text written by a representative of the 
field partner organisation. This direct input from the borrowers seems like the most 
significant factor separating the outlier loan descriptions from the other loans. Only 19 
loan descriptions (1.1% of all loans) feature any direct quotations from the borrowers 
themselves where they can describe themselves and their lives in their own words. 
Naturally such quotations are not a form of unrestricted narration as the quotations are 
selected by the field partners, but they do afford greater agency to the borrowers by 
allowing them more say in the way they get represented to the lenders.  
The fact that of the 19 loan descriptions that feature this type of borrower co-
authorship three appear to contain a higher number of adjectives than would be 
expected based on their length seems a significant finding. However, as the sample 
size is quite low, generalisations are problematic. Yet, based on the data available for 
this study, this can cautiously be seen as an interesting discovery that can support 
some analysis and this feature will be discussed in more detail in section 5. 
In order to explore the distribution of adjectives, I also checked the relationship 
between the number of adjectives in a loan and other numerical variables collected in 
the metadata that one might presume to affect the number adjectives found in each 
loan description such as repayment term and loan amount. One might imagine that 
loans that require larger sums of money or take longer to be paid back would have 
more extensive descriptions of the borrower and the loan in order to sanction the need 
for more money or lengthier repayment term. This however turned out not to be the 
case as can be seen in Figures 3 and 4 below. Thus, word count of the loan description 
was found to be the main determiner of the amount of adjectives found in a particular 
text.  
  
 
 
The rest of the variation might be due to factors such as the differing methods 
of the field partners who produce these texts or even the writing styles of the various 
authors of these texts. Ultimately, it is unlikely that even though some loan descriptions 
have a higher number of adjectives than others or even have more adjectives than 
one might expect based on the length of the text that these loan descriptions would be 
repeating the same adjectives more than once. Ultimately these more descriptive texts 
will mainly be adding more variation to the list of adjectives used in the descriptions. 
However, it is true that such loan descriptions will carry more weight in the analysis of 
the adjective use than descriptions that have very few adjectives and the producers of 
these texts will have a larger impact on the way adjective use is viewed in this study. 
 
4.2. Most commonly used adjectives 
There is interesting variation in the frequency of use of different adjective 
types. The 12,399 adjective tokens of the corpus can be classified into 1,132 distinct 
adjective types, which would give the type-token ratio of 0.091 when it comes to 
adjectives. This ratio is notably low, which might be partly due to the fact that the ratio 
is calculated based on only one part of speech category and it is feasible that people 
might have the tendency to keep using the same adjectives over and over thus 
resulting in a generally lower type-token ratio. Yet, the type-token ratio is so low that it 
Figure 3: Number of adjectives by loan amount Figure 4: Number of adjectives by repayment term 
  
is safe to say that the use of adjectives is fairly homogenous throughout the corpus as 
the same tokens appear repeatedly in multiple loan descriptions.   
So, if one looks only at the type-token ratio, it would appear that there would 
not be much variation in the use of adjectives at all in the corpus, but if more 
parameters are examined, the hidden variation becomes apparent. For example, of 
the 1,132 adjective types, 495 (44%) are hapaxes, 453 types (40% of all types) have 
frequency counts below 10 tokens in the corpus data, while only the top 18 adjective 
types (1,6%) constitute tokens that occur more than 100 times. On the other hand, 
these 18 types all together represent 5,440 adjective tokens, which amounts to 44% 
of all the tokens. Thus, it can be concluded that the adjective use in the loan 
descriptions consists of, on the one hand, a handful of types that occur in the corpus  
numerous times and, on the other hand, numerous types that occur only a handful of 
times.  
The frequency polygon in Figure 5 illustrates this skewedness effectively. After 
the initial spike that represents the types with large numbers of tokens, the number of 
tokens falls rapidly to a point where the tail of the diagram is practically invisible, even 
though this tail represents the majority of adjective types found in the corpus. The 
mean number of tokens per adjective type is 10.9, while the large standard deviation 
of 52.4 also illustrates the skewed nature of the distribution of tokens in the type 
categories. 
Figure 3: Distribution of adjective tokens across types 
  
Table 7 below illustrates the 30 most commonly used adjectives found in the 
corpus. A full list of all the adjective types can be found in Appendix 5. This study will 
focus more on the most commonly used adjectives because they have clearly been 
found to be important to share to the lenders in multiple loan descriptions and thus are 
key in forming the discourse around the loans and the borrowers and how they should 
be perceived. These aspects of production will be discussed in more detail in the 
analysis and discussion sections, while this section will focus on the semantic aspects 
of the adjectives.  
Table 7: 30 of the most common adjectives in Kiva corpus 
Adjective type Frequency 
Frequency per 
10,000 words 
old (age of person) 1184 55.51 
married 830 38.92 
able 538 25.22 
small 337 15.80 
good 318 14.91 
other 317 14.86 
new 256 12.00 
financial 231 10.83 
better 206 9.66 
hardworking 180 8.44 
additional 174 8.16 
young 135 6.33 
single 131 6.14 
local 131 6.14 
monthly 129 6.05 
solar 123 5.77 
past 119 5.58 
previous 101 4.74 
responsible 98 4.59 
daily 98 4.59 
great 92 4.31 
agricultural 88 4.13 
different 88 4.13 
happy 87 4.08 
main 84 3.94 
retail 81 3.80 
grateful 80 3.75 
traditional 72 3.38 
thankful 72 3.38 
rural 71 3.33 
  
The most often used adjective is old9 which represents 9.6% of all the 
adjective tokens found in the corpus, followed by married, which occurs 830 times in 
the data. It is unsurprising that the most commonly shared details of the borrowers are 
basic and neutral and related to relatively objective information, such as age and 
marital status. Single is likewise prevalent with 131 tokens, while widowed appears 15 
times, divorced five times and unmarried two times in the corpus. Marital status thus 
seems to be an important element used to describe the borrowers’ lives, which is to 
be expected as their marital status is key to most people’s lives. 
Able is used notably often as it is the third most common adjective type. This 
is also fitting the premise of the genre as a solicitation of a charitable loan. Able is 
mostly used in the context of describing the various things that the borrower would be 
able to do and achieve with the loan money. Most notably, able is used predominantly 
in positive contexts to express new possibilities and opportunities as can be seen in 
the examples below: 
 she_PPHS1 will_VM be_VBI able_JK to_TO  offer_VVI 
more_DAR products_NN2 
 for_IF her_APPGE children_NN2 to_TO be_VBI  able_JK 
to_TO study_VVI ._.   
 this_DD1 way_NN1 she_PPHS1  will_VM be_VBI able_JK 
to_TO accomplish_VVI her_APPGE dream_NN1 
Many of the instances of the construction be able to appear in future tense. This has 
the effect, in addition to signalling the abilities of the borrowers, of reflecting an 
optimistic attitude of the future. The construct also provides the opportunity to describe 
the borrower’s current situation and the ways it could be improved through the loan.  
Accordingly, of the 538 instances of able only two were labelled to be neutral 
uses and nine as negative. The neutral uses both described a borrower’s disability: 
“is_VBZ  a_AT1 differently_RR able_JJ man_NN1 ._.” while the negative 
                                                          
9 Tokens of old were divided into cases describing a person’s (most often the borrower’s) age and 
other cases describing for example an old item that the borrower wished to replace through the loan. 
This was done in order to make the latter cases stand out more easily as they usually represent a 
distinctly more negative aspect of the adjective than the neutral account of a person’s age. 
  
uses illustrated the things the borrower has not been able to do because of a lack of 
funds that the loan could help rectify:  
 her_APPGE husband_NN1 is_VBZ not_XX able_JK to_TO 
buy_VVI  all_DB these_DD2 products_NN2  
 yet_RR he_PPHS1 has_VHZ n't_XX been_VBN  able_JK 
to_TO put_VVI any_DD money_NN1 aside_RL  
 she_PPHS1 wasnt_VV0 able_JK to_TO continue_VVI 
studying_VVG ._.   
This positivity marks a definitive change from traditional charity texts and 
discourses that, as described in Richards (2004), tend to focus on the negative 
aspects of people’s lives in order to solicit sympathy and aid from people. Focusing on 
what the borrower is able and would be able to achieve would seem to reflect the 
paradigm shift in charity discourses towards more positivity and assigning more 
agency to the people receiving aid instead of portraying them as passive and helpless 
victims overcome by their hopeless situation. The adjectives used in the loan 
descriptions are indeed remarkably non-negative. Table 8 shows that of all the 
adjective tokens included in the analysis only 5.4% were labelled as negative. It can 
thus be said that the negative aspects or the borrowers’ lives and circumstances are 
not at the forefront of the loan descriptions, but rather represent a distinct minority 
component within the descriptions.  
Table 8: Stance distribution of adjective tokens 
 Count Column N % 
Stance 
Negative 671 5.4% 
Neutral 8157 66.1% 
Positive 3511 28.5% 
Total 12339 100.0% 
 
The rare negative stances reflected through adjective tokens mainly dealt in 
explicating the financial difficulties the borrowers were facing, worries and other 
negative emotions the borrower were feeling and other events that were not 
necessarily directly related to the borrower. Below are some examples: 
 N2 a_AT1 better_JJR  life_NN1 than_CSN the_AT 
tough_JJ upbringing_NN1 she_PPHS1 had_VHD ._.   
  
 [_( Borrower_NN1 ]_) has_VHZ been_VBN unable_JK 
to_TO find_VVI a_AT1  stable_JJ job_NN1  
 But_CCB due_II21 to_II22 unfavorable_JJ financial_JJ 
position_NN1  
 She_PPHS1 is_VBZ very_RG anxious_JJ about_II 
this_DD1 loan_NN1 and_CC is_VBZ  worried 
 the_AT poor_JJ  power_NN1 supply_NN1  
 he_PPHS1 lives_VVZ in_II  a_AT1 high-risk_JJ 
area_NN1 ._.   
 I_PPIS1 had_VHD a_AT1 difficult_JJ childhood_NN1 
that_CST helped_VVD me_PPIO1  become 
 However_RR ,_, her_APPGE biggest_JJT challenge_NN1 
today_RT is_VBZ limited_JJ  funds 
 However_RR ,_, it_PPH1 is_VBZ arduous_JJ work_NN1 
that_CST requires_VVZ  effort_NN1 ._. 
 
As can be seen in the examples, most of the negative adjective tokens do not 
reflect badly on the borrower themselves and many, such as tough upbringing, high-
risk area, difficult childhood and poor power supply do not ultimately describe entities 
that are completely out of the borrower’s control. Such adjectives reduce the 
borrower’s agency but in the overall composition of adjective use, these agency 
reducing adjectives are exceedingly rare, especially when compared to older charity 
advertisements that almost exclusively feature such descriptions. 
Most of the adjectives do not reflect a clear negative or positive stance and 
66.1% of all tokens are classified as neutral. The substantial majority of neutral 
adjective tokens is partly due to the over 2,000 tokens of old and married as well as 
other common types that were mostly labelled as neutral. Many of these neutral token 
are mostly found in attributive positions and typically represent objective descriptions: 
 Borrower_NN1 ]_) is_VBZ a_AT1 40-year-old_JJ 
Lebanese_JJ  married_JJ woman_NN1 ._.   
  
 she_PPHS1 will_VM also_RR use_VVI the_AT 
anticipated_JJ profits_NN2 to_TO  improve_VVI 
her_APPGE living 
 She_PPHS1 wants_VVZ to_TO earn_VVI an_AT1 average_JJ 
monthly_JJ income_NN1  of_IO 13,000_MC FCFA_N 
 business_NN1 is_VBZ located_VVN in_II a_AT1 busy_JJ 
area_NN1 ,_,  and_CC his_APPGE primary_JJ customers 
 she_PPHS1  will_VM buy_VVI different_JJ 
materials_NN2 such_II21 as_II22 compost_NN1 , 
 she_PPHS1 can_VM generate_VVI the_AT  necessary_JJ  
resources_NN2  
 she_PPHS1 can_VM meet_VVI  the_AT financial_JJ 
needs_NN2 of_IO her_APPGE family_NN1 ._.   
 She_PPHS1 loves_VVZ her_APPGE small_JJ business_NN1 
 Albanian_JJ lady_NN1  and_CC a_AT1 divorced_JJ  
mother_NN1 of_IO one_PN1  
 She_PPHS1 has_VHZ dark_JJ eyes_NN2 and_CC is_VBZ  
short_JJ ,_,  
 With_IW her_APPGE new_JJ loan_NN1 ,_, she_PPHS1 
plans_VVZ to_TO buy_VV 
The neutral adjectives constitute the core of the loan descriptions by reciting various 
objective information about the borrower’s life, business and the things the loan would 
enable. They mainly describe time, size and variety of items or give impartial accounts 
of the borrower’s appearance or designating social and national group affiliations. 
28.5% of all the adjective tokens are positive, which is a surprisingly high 
figure when compared to the ways those who are poor, disadvantaged and asking for 
help are generally described in public discourse. Borrowers and their lives are 
described with tokens such as able, hardworking, enterprising, active, profitable, 
secure and grateful. The cases below will present more context and examples: 
 e_VV0 a_AT1 brighter_JJR and_CC more_RGR 
prosperous_JJ future_NN1 ._.   
  
 He_PPHS1 is_VBZ strong_JJ ,_, youthful_JJ and_CC 
hardworking_JJ ._.   
 her_APPGE business_NN1 becoming_VVG viable_JJ and_CC 
sustainable_JJ ._.   
 a_AT1 professional_NN1  who_PNQS is_VBZ useful_JJ 
to_II society_NN1  
 Client_NN1 is_VBZ so_RG thankful_JJ to_II the_AT 
funders_NN2  
 is_VBZ a_AT1 hardworking_JJ and_CC  responsible_JJ 
woman_NN1 
 a_AT1 brighter_JJR and_CC more_RGR prosperous_JJ 
future_NN1 ._.   
 passionate_JJ about_II  her_APPGE new_JJ 
lifestyle_NN1 ._.   
 preparation_NN1 gives_VVZ her_PPHO1 the_AT 
maximum_JJ yield_NN1  and_CC generates_VVZ a_AT1 
good_JJ profit 
 [_( Borrower_NN1 ]_) is_VBZ a_AT1 humble_JJ and_CC 
hardworking_JJ  woman_NN1  
 are_VBR very_RG useful_JJ and_CC are_VBR in_II 
high_JJ  demand_NN1 among_II local_JJ people_NN ._.   
 She_PPHS1 is_VBZ very_RG happy_JJ for_IF this_DD1 
second_NNT1 opportunity_NN1   
 hardworking_JJ man_NN1 with_IW  a_AT1 very_RG 
good_JJ reputation_NN1 ,_,  
 [_( Borrower_NN1 ]_) will_VM be_VBI  able_JK to_TO 
improve_VVI her_APPGE stock_NN1 ,_, 
It is notable that many of the positive adjectives are looking into the future 
rather than the past. Future tense seems to be prominent in many of the concordance 
lines and several adjectives are optimistically describing the things a loan would make 
possible.  
  
Another noteworthy trend within the positive adjectives is the prevalence of 
adjectives describing the borrower’s personality and abilities positively. Hardworking 
is the tenth most common adjective in the corpus and responsible is the 19th most 
common adjective type with 98 tokens. The 180 instances in 1,700 loan descriptions 
amount to every tenth borrower being described as hardworking.  It is also much more 
common for positive emotions such as happy, thankful, optimistic, proud, excited and 
hopeful to be mentioned in the corpus than negative ones mentioned earlier in this 
section. Indeed, if all the tokens of thankful and grateful were combined they would 
add up to 152 cases which would make the expression of gratitude the 12th most used 
adjective in the corpus. All in all, the frequency of positive attributes creates and 
defines the discourse surrounding microfinance loan descriptions and distinguishes 
them as a genre from the more traditional charity discourses. 
Perhaps predictably, the distribution of positive, negative and neutral 
adjectives gets also reflected onto the classification of the adjective tokens into 
classifiers and descriptors. Figure 6 illustrates the uneven distribution of the tokens 
into these two semantic groups. 
Figure 4: Ratio between classifiers and descriptors 
 
 
 
Nearly two thirds of the adjective tokens used in the loan descriptions are descriptors. 
This makes the corpus resemble spoken and narrative registers more than the more 
objective informational written registers, such as academic or news registers. Such a 
  
finding is quite unsurprising especially when we take into account the earlier findings 
which reveal the overall positive stance of a significant portion of the adjectives used. 
The ratio is however somewhat misleading as old and other time related tokens that 
form a sizeable portion of the tokens were mainly classified as descriptors.  
The most common classifiers were tokens such as married, other, financial, 
additional, local, single, solar, agricultural, retail and traditional. The classifiers tended 
to be more neutral whereas the descriptors reflected a positive or negative stance 
more often. 96.5% of the tokens classified as classifiers were also classified as neutral. 
Negative classifiers included for example some cases of toxic and displaced, positive 
classifiers included some cases of for example increasing and sustainable.  
Old, able, small, good, new, better, hardworking and young represent some 
of the most typical descriptors that to a large content shape the discourse surrounding 
the microfinance borrowers and their circumstances in life. Half (50.2%) of the 
descriptors reflect either a positive or a negative stance and can thus be seen as 
guiding the lenders opinion of the borrowers more than the classifiers. All in all, it is 
the descriptors that paint a more detailed picture of the borrowers and potentially guide 
the lenders decision of whose loan application they wish to fund. 
4.3. Most commonly used adjectives characterising the 
borrowers 
As the main research interest of this study lies in the ways the borrowers 
themselves get depicted to the lenders, I decided to look at the adjectives that directly 
refer to the borrower separately from the adjectives that also describe other elements 
and features of the borrowers’ lives. Although all of the adjectives discussed in this 
section are also present in the previous section, there are subtle differences in the 
ratios of semantic groupings and their implications. Appendix 6 has a list of the most 
common adjective types that present information and value judgements about the 
borrower’s personality, appearance, abilities or identity. 
The prevalence of positive attributes is even more pronounced when it comes 
to the adjectives modifying and referring to the borrower directly. As can be seen in 
Table 9 below, the number of negative adjectives is even lower than it is when all 
adjectives are included and the ratio of neutral adjectives is also notably lower. 
Accordingly, it seems that the borrowers are described with particularly positive 
  
overtones in the loan descriptions. Table 10 showcases the 15 most common adjective 
types and their frequencies: 
Table 9: Negative, neutral and positive stance of adjectives 
 Count Column N % 
Stance 
Negative 89 2.2% 
Neutral 2426 58.7% 
Positive 1615 39.1% 
Total 4130 100.0% 
 
Table 10: 15 of the most common adjective types characterising the borrower 
 
 
As seen above, only 89 (2.2%) of the adjectives describing the borrower are 
classified as negative. Furthermore, the few negative adjectives that are used to 
describe the borrower are attributes that are not resulting from to the borrower’s own 
fault and are thus minimally stigmatising. However, they do conform more to the style 
of traditional charity discourses in that they depict the more adverse realities of living 
in poverty. Below are a few typical examples: 
 a_AT1 woman_NN1 of_IO 40_MC ,_, illiterate_JJ ,_, 
and_CC  the_AT mother_NN1 of_IO five_MC  
 a_AT1 villager_NN1 and_CC  a_AT1 poor_JJ man_NN1 
who_PNQS wants_VVZ to_TO buy_VVI  
Adjective type Frequency 
old (age of person) 1063 
married 830 
able 538 
hardworking 180 
single 129 
responsible 90 
grateful 80 
happy 76 
thankful 72 
young 68 
involved 57 
excited 34 
enterprising 32 
proud 30 
honest 25 
  
 She_PPHS1 is_VBZ very_RG worried_JJ because_CS 
her_APPGE partner_NN1 can_VM  not_ 
 
Even though the negative adjectives referring to the borrower resemble traditional 
charity discourses in quality, they do not do so in quantity. As stated earlier, such 
negative attributes are even rarer when referring to the borrower than they are in the 
corpus in general.  
The positive characterisations of the borrowers are abundantly represented in 
the adjectives. These characterisations can be divided into four main groups that 
describe different aspects of the borrower’s character. Below are some examples: 
 Personality  
o He_PPHS1 is_VBZ honest_JJ and_CC shrewd_JJ   
o This_DD1 brave_JJ woman_NN1  
 Appearance 
o [_( Borrower_NN1 ]_) is_VBZ smiling_JJ 
woman_NN1  
o thanks_VVZ you_PPY all_DB with_IW her_APPGE 
lovliest_JJT smile_NN1  for_IF your_APPGE 
support_NN1 ._. 
 Abilities 
o is_VBZ  able_JK to_TO make_VVI a_AT1 
good_JJ monthly_JJ profit 
o [_( Borrower_NN1 ]_) is_VBZ an_AT1 
experienced_JJ carpenter_NN1  
 Emotions 
o feeling_VVG proud_JJ of_IO her_APPGE  
small_JJ business_NN1 ._.  
o She_PPHS1 will_VM be_VBI thankful_JJ for_IF 
your_APPGE support_NN1 ._.   
 
Adjectives such as these and the others used to portray the borrowers are 
constructing a representation of the borrowers as pleasant, competent, likeable, 
industrious people. A distinctive discourse of microfinance borrowers is created and 
reproduced across the loan descriptions. The assumed motivations of why this 
  
particular positive discourse is prevalent in these texts will be discussed further in 
section 5.  
4.4. Metadata and subcorpora 
The purpose of this study is to examine the microfinance loan descriptions as 
a genre and to discover the underlying discourses surrounding microfinance 
borrowers. Accordingly, most of the analysis is centred around qualitative evaluation 
of the trends emerging from the frequency lists of the most commonly used adjectives 
and less attention is given to the different subcorpora that could be formed using the 
metadata collected with the corpus.  
In this section I will briefly discuss the difference in the number of adjectives 
found between the loans that were able to secure their funding and those that were 
not as this feature emerged as the general distribution of adjectives was surveyed10. 
Other type of subcorpora analysis would be interesting and can perhaps be taken up 
in future research where there will be more space for more extensive categorisations 
and more profound statistical analysis. 
Figure 711 shows the distribution of the number of loans divided by the success 
of the loan, meaning whether the loan applications received their funding or if the 
application expired reaching its fundraising goal. The data includes seven loans which 
were refunded, but there is no specific information available as to why this may have 
occurred12. These seven loans amount to only 0.4% of the total number of loans and 
will thus likely cause any major problems for the analysis of adjectives especially as it 
is improbable that the refunds were directly related to adjective use in the loan 
descriptions. Therefore they were not removed from the analysis of adjective use. The 
tally of expired loans is also very low: only 1,9% of all the loans in the corpus did not 
receive the funding they were seeking. Such a low figure indicates that a significant 
majority of borrowers are successful in their fundraisers on Kiva. However, this figure 
by no means indicates the percentage of people, who seek but are not granted a loan 
                                                          
10 This metadata was collected on April 3rd 2016. By then all the loans had finished their fundraising. 
11 Numerical cross tabulation can be found in Appendix 3. A chi-square test to determine the 
likelihood that the difference in the number of adjectives between funded, expired and refunded loans 
occurred due to chance was not applicable due to the number of refunded and expired loans being so 
low. 81% of the cells had expected counts of less than 5, which makes the test unreliable in this case. 
12 Loans typically get refunded due to an error in the loan application, duplicate posting of a loan or 
problems discovered in Kiva audits (Kiva 2005). 
  
by the field partners. The low number of unsuccessful loan applications mainly makes 
it difficult to extrapolate generalisations based on them due to the small sample size. 
Figure 5: Number of adjectives in funded, expired and refunded loans 
 
Figure 7 further illustrates that most loans tend to have relatively few 
adjectives. This has been discussed in more detail in section 4.1. Perhaps the most 
striking feature shown in the bar chart is that all of the loan applications that featured 
more than 12 adjectives were successfully funded. These 158 loans represent a 
significant portion (9.3%) of all the loans. Although it is somewhat problematic to 
generalise based on a sample of only 33 expired loans, I believe that such a finding 
can be taken as potentially showcasing one feature influencing lender behaviour. At 
least based on this data it would seem that loans with longer descriptions and more 
adjectives have a better likelihood of getting funded. Nevertheless, the number of 
adjectives in the description cannot be said to be the main deciding factor in lenders’ 
funding choices. In the corpus data, it would seem that the gender of the borrower was 
the most significant variant affecting the expiration of loans. Of the expired loans, 
  
66.7% featured loans to male borrowers and 21.2% female borrowers. 5.9% of all the 
loans featuring male borrowers expired, whereas only 0.6% of female loans expired13. 
It is clear that male borrowers are less popular among lenders. Further research would 
seem to be warranted with a larger sample of expired loans to explore all the factors 
relating to why they were unsuccessful in their fundraising and to ascertain whether 
linguistic elements such as adjective use have a significant effect. 
5. Analysis and discussion 
In this section I will be analysing the results showcased in the previous section 
from the point of view of the Fairclough’s process of production and the wider social 
conditions affecting the production. As seen already in section 2.2.3 microfinance 
lenders make their choices of who to lend to not mainly based on objective information 
such as repayment term or purely altruistic criteria of who would benefit from the 
money the most. Biases also influence charitable decision making. Thus, it is in the 
interests of the field partners to overcome those biases in order to secure funding for 
their loans. In this section I will contemplate how these biases and the efforts of the 
field partners to circumvent them might surface in the adjectives used to describe the 
borrowers in the loan applications. It is impossible to prove these assessments to be 
representative of the true motivations of the writers of the loan descriptions or of the 
lenders as those rationales remain unknown. Yet, through the interpretation of the 
available data and the discourses materialising from the adjectives chosen, the 
interplay of the texts, their production and the broader social environment and all of 
their effects on each other, some understanding of the position of microfinance in the 
world of charity discourses can hopefully be obtained. 
From the way the adjectives are distributed and the varying lengths of the loan 
descriptions, we can see that although most of the loan descriptions are relatively 
uniform in their configuration, there is some variation among the production processes 
of the loan descriptions around the world. Some loans and borrowers get described in 
more length and some have significantly higher and some lower concentrations of 
adjectives than others. All of these differences could not be explained through the 
mere length of the texts, but a link between larger concentrations of adjective tokens 
                                                          
13 For those interested in the more details on this, a cross tabulation between the gender of the 
borrower and the success of the loan can be found in Appendix 4. 
  
in loans that had direct quotations from the borrowers themselves was discovered. It 
is perhaps unsurprising that descriptions that include more extensive co-operation 
between the field partner and the borrower should feature more personal portrayals 
and more thorough descriptions of the borrower and his or her life. If the representative 
of the field partner whose task it is to produce the loan descriptions includes the 
borrower in the process or forms a more personal relationship with their client they 
would more likely be able to describe the borrowers in more detail and utilise more 
adjectives in their text. Thus, we can see that differences in the process of production 
do have an effect on the textual product produced. This finding also uncovers some of 
the social conditions of production as the loan descriptions where the borrower was 
more involved in the production process yielded different results from those in which 
the borrower was less visibly involved. Hence, it would appear that the social condition 
of speaking for the borrowers instead of letting them describe themselves has effects 
on the process of production as well as the end product. 
5.1. Creating social proximity 
 
As seen in Bajde (2013), lenders tend to enjoy the feeling of power they get 
as they make their lending choices. They get to decide to whom their money goes and 
for what purpose it gets utilised. They can read the loan descriptions and pick a 
borrower that corresponds to their ideals and values and form a personal connection 
to that person. Galak, Small and Stephen (2011) and Black (2009) also found that 
having some type of a personal connection to the borrower, even if it were as arbitrary 
as the same initials in their names made the lender more likely to lend to a particular 
borrower.  
This desire for social connectedness prevalent among lenders can be seen as 
one of the social conditions that affect the production of the loan description texts. The 
mentioning of marital status could have the effect of creating connectedness between 
the borrower and lenders. Marital status might be one effective way to create this type 
of feeling of social bond as it can serve as a lowest common denominator to many and 
based on the peculiarities in the frequencies of the reported marital statuses, it would 
seem that producers of the loan descriptions, the field partners are aware of this and 
are modifying the descriptions accordingly.  
  
The description of marital status is a seemingly neutral and objective 
statement of facts: a borrower either is married or not. Yet, the decision to mention the 
marital status and the words chosen to define it are decisions that appear to have been 
made consciously based on the frequencies of the different adjectives used to signify 
marital status of borrowers. As mentioned earlier, married occurs in the corpus 830 
times, single 131, widowed 15, divorced five and unmarried two times. It seems 
obvious that single seems to be the preferred term to signal that the borrower is not 
married over unmarried. Unmarried does hold more negative connotations14 than 
single and it is unsurprising that it is not used very often to describe a borrower. The 
infrequent use of divorced is also interesting. Even though divorce rates are somewhat 
lower in the developing countries (O’Connell 1994) than they are in Western countries, 
they are not as significantly dissimilar as the rates of the adjectives used in the corpus 
might suggest. I find it unlikely that of the 1,700 borrowers only five would truly be 
divorced, although it is possible that divorced people would not be as interested in 
microloans or that divorced borrowers have ended up underrepresented in the corpus 
sample. More probable is that in the case of divorced borrowers the marital status is 
less likely to be mentioned at all or a potentially less stigmatising word like single is 
used instead. 
Another factor potentially affecting the different rates of reporting the marital 
status of the borrowers is how the borrowers themselves have labelled themselves to 
the representatives of the field partners. It is naturally possible that the borrowers 
themselves have been less likely to describe themselves as divorced and this disparity 
would consequentially be mirrored also in the descriptions produced by the field 
partner organisations. Even though this factor has most likely had an effect on the 
marital status label prescribed to the borrower, it is unlikely to have been the only one 
affecting the decision of whether to report the marital status of the borrower and the 
choice of adjective. 
Although personally I do not find anything objectionable in being divorced or 
unmarried, there might be a stigma attached to them in some lenders’ minds, which 
would incentivise the field partners to avoid such labels in their descriptions of the 
borrowers. Even the assumption that lenders might evade such loans could be enough 
to make the writers of the descriptions to evade even potentially negative 
                                                          
14 All of the adjectives relating to marital status were labelled as neutral as they were not found to 
portray a positive or negative stance in any of the cases. 
  
connotations. Furthermore, four of the five loans where divorced appeared are to 
Eastern Europe, one to India and all feature a female borrower. The two borrowers 
who were described as unmarried are also women. As the majority (70%) of the loans 
in the corpus feature a female borrower, it is difficult to generalise, especially based 
on only a few cases, but it might be that divorced male borrowers are not described 
so due to male loans already being harder to fund than loans to women and field 
partners opting to leave out a word that might have negative connotations to a potential 
lender. This stigmatisation and the resulting avoidance can be seen as another social 
condition influencing the process of producing the loan descriptions. The result can be 
seen reflected in the word choices made. 
5.2. Positivity and increased agency 
Even though I had hypothesised that adjectives with positive connotations 
would be very common in the corpus, the lack of almost all negative adjective tokens 
is somewhat unexpected. One might assume that the field partners would try to make 
lenders sympathize with the borrowers by highlighting their reduced circumstances in 
the loan descriptions and describe in detail how poor and in need of help they are. 
This discourse may previously have been and may still be common in other charity 
contexts, but the Kiva loan descriptions seem to be quite different: instead of the 
familiar discourse of helpless victims, the social conditions of production favour 
borrowers being presented as willing and active participants with restrictive poverty 
and hegemonic power structures remaining mainly represented by few adjective 
tokens and implied through the context. This optimistic type of discourse allows the 
borrowers more agency and to be seen as capable and competent people.  
Positivity and increased agency are a natural partner to microfinance. As is 
evident from their name, microloans are loans, not donations and thus the people 
providing these loans operate from a different view point than would be the case with 
a traditional charity donation. Lenders need to be relatively assured that the borrower 
is able to use the money productively and as a result repay the loan, so that they dare 
put their money at risk. The lender needs to have faith that the borrower is able to pay 
them back, so describing the many hardships the borrower will need to overcome in 
order to succeed might scare off some of the lenders. This is not the case when it 
comes to donations, where the giver will most likely wish to help those in most dire 
  
need. Thus, it is understandable that field partners would create a discourse depicting 
trustworthy, capable and relatable borrowers, who are in charge of their own destinies.  
The differing conceptualisations surrounding a donation and a loan can be 
seen as a factor in the social conditions surrounding and affecting the production of 
the loan descriptions. Of course it is also quite likely that microfinance borrowers truly 
are faring significantly better in their lives and face fewer obstacles than those in need 
of more traditional charity donations. However, the difference between charity 
donation pleas and the adjectives used in the loan applications is so drastic that it is 
unlikely to be the only explaining factor. It seems hard to believe that the borrowers 
were truly living such unequivocally happy lives without hardly any obstacles or 
difficulties. If that were the case, they would likely not be in need of any type of 
charitable financial assistance. 
On the level of social conditions that affect the production of these discourses 
the increased agency and positivity are also reasonable and understandable. In 
several social psychological studies15 it has been found that people are more willing 
to help people that they consider to be deserving of help and seem grateful for 
receiving it. Shipler (2004) shows through narrative how many American’s make 
distinctions between the supposedly deserving hardworking poor and the undeserving 
poor. This aspect of human nature appears to be instrumental in framing the social 
conditions around the production of the descriptions. In other words, if one produces 
a picture of a good, honest, hardworking and thankful person willing to help him or 
herself, lenders as members of humanity in which such qualities are valued will 
probably be more willing to trust that type of person with their money and will feel better 
about themselves for having helped such a commendably worthy person to get ahead 
in life. A similar effect was also noted in Herzenstein et al. (2011), where those 
borrowers who created a narrative of themselves as dependable and prosperous were 
more likely to have their loan funded. 
Hence, all things considered it would seem that the relatively significant 
quantity of descriptors (nearly two thirds of all tokens) is an indication of a distinctive 
discourse strategy of describing the borrowers through mainly using notably positive 
adjectives (29% of all adjective tokens and 39% of tokens characterising the borrower 
directly were found to positive) and by doing so trying to make the lenders feel more 
                                                          
15 See for example the classical studies by Frey and Gaertner 1986, Piliavin et al. 1969, Weiner et al. 
1988. 
  
sympathetic towards the borrowers and more willing to trust them with their money. It 
appears likely that knowing what types of characteristics lenders respond to, the loan 
descriptions give the impression of having been tailored to fit the mould of lender 
expectations and values.  
Neoliberal ideologies can be seen affecting the microfinance discourses with 
its emphasis on personal abilities and responsibilities as well as with its individualistic 
nature (both on the lender’s and the borrower’s side). The discourse seems to be 
centred around the idea of people helping other people to help themselves. 
Neoliberalism does clash with the broader context of charity when only capable, happy 
and grateful people have a chance to succeed. 
Providing more agency for disadvantaged people can surely be seen as a 
worthwhile endeavour and such discourses ought to be welcomed. Yet, the extent of 
the positivity and lack of negative aspects presented in the loan descriptions is quite 
surprising. Hiding the negative sides of the borrower’s lives and of the loan process 
does not help raise awareness of the realities of living in poverty and certainly does 
nothing to alleviate it. It would seem that in replacing the overly negative tone of 
previous charity discourses with an overly positive one is merely replacing one 
reductionist discourse with another. The description of the borrowers and their lives 
feel disingenuous and seem mainly to be written for the benefit of the lenders, in order 
to be able to create a pleasant lending experience for them. The lenders can 
experience proximity and connection, even if it is based on somewhat arbitrary criteria 
and obtain an uplifting mood for having helped someone who is so obviously deserving 
of it. The myth of the noble, enterprising and hardworking poor that can through 
assiduous work lift themselves out of poverty minimises and in some cases even 
erases the genuine obstacles and inequalities that truly exist in the world. When most 
of the negative aspects are presented as simple problems in personal finances and 
as a temporary lack of funds, it retracts from other larger problems in equality and 
infrastructure. 
6. Conclusions 
As Baker (2006:74) states, disadvantaged people rarely get to tell their own 
story and to construct their own identities. So it is also in the case of the social 
conditions surrounding microfinance borrowers on Kiva. Only a few of the loan 
  
descriptions are written with any input from the borrowers themselves in the corpus of 
1,700 loan descriptions. Instead, the discourse surrounding the borrowers is 
constructed by representatives of organisations that, despite being charitable in 
essence, are also in a position of considerable power. People in power get to decide 
how less powerful people get presented in public discourse also in the case of 
microfinance borrowers. Although there are manifold institutional and financial 
reasons for this (starting with illiteracy remaining rampant among the disadvantaged 
of the world), the disparity should be noted as one analyses the ways people are 
described and presented. Hopefully, through the application of critical discourse 
analysis to the adjectives used to describe microfinance borrowers we can ponder 
these fundamental questions of how do we depict people who are in need of help and 
what might be our motivations for doing so. 
It would seem that the descriptions of the borrowers are constructed mainly 
with the lenders and their expectations in mind, rather than striving to be the most 
accurate and detailed portrayal of the individual borrowers. The information presented 
is quite brief and condensed to a few hundred words at most and mainly offers fairly 
rudimentary information such as age, gender, marital status and the explanation for 
the need for the loan money. Such a view of an individual is highly oversimplified. Most 
of the adjectives used to describe the borrowers are neutral. Even the adjectives used 
to flesh out the individual borrower’s life, personality, interest, motivations, hopes, and 
dreams, the so-called descriptors, seem to conform to a rather uniform mould as they 
are almost exclusively positive. They paint homogenous pictures of hardworking and 
reliable people that the lender can identify with and trust with their money. As seen in 
multiple studies (Black 2009, Herzenstein et al. 2011, Galak et al. 2011), lenders seek 
out borrowers that remind them of themselves and with whom they identify, be it for 
as trivial a reason as sharing the same initial of one’s first name. As a bonus, the 
lender can enjoy the warm fuzzy feeling of having lent, if not a hand, at least money 
to a person who seems deserving and hardworking. It seems exceedingly hard for us 
humans to imagine others as complexly as we do ourselves, yet I think we could at 
least try to do a better job of it, especially when it comes to people suffering from global 
structural inequalities. 
Richards (2004) showcased how charitable discourses are moving away from 
reductionist discourses of seeing recipients of aid as miserable, and helpless victims. 
Yet, using almost exclusively positive descriptors to portray microfinance borrowers 
  
seems nearly equally reductionist. Although the loan descriptions clearly give the 
borrowers more agency and that is to be applauded as a welcome change, I still find 
it somewhat disheartening that the borrowers in these loan descriptions apparently 
must be portrayed and seen as exceedingly admirable, worthy and grateful 
superhumans in order to have a chance of receiving the equivalent financial 
opportunities as more privileged (and seemingly far less perfect) people do. We seem 
to be substituting one extreme way of depicting disadvantaged people with another. 
The reasons for this are surely manifold and require much deeper analysis than what 
can be afforded in this thesis. I can hardly criticise organisations that are trying to 
amend global inequalities for using strategies that they hope will allow them to 
maximise their impact and to deliver aid to as many individuals as possible. Rather I 
would like to question the larger social conditions that guide the production of the 
borrower descriptions and make these idolising processes of production necessary. It 
would be a much more tender world if people did not find it so hard to trust one’s 
money with the person who needs it the most, rather than the person who seems to 
be the most affable and resembles oneself the most. 
Through this thesis examining the discourse surrounding microfinance 
borrowers I feel like more new research questions have been raised than existing ones 
have been answered. It would appear that further, more extensive study of this 
fascinating genre would be necessary. Even though the adjectives used in the loan 
descriptions have proven to be intriguing, by restricting the study to just adjectives may 
have caused the view of the discourse and its production to perhaps be too confined: 
additional research might be more comprehensive through collocation and/or keyword 
analysis. Also it would be interesting to see whether there are internal differences in 
adjective (or keyword) usage between different subcorpora. Based on the findings in  
section 4.1 regarding higher concentrations of adjectives found in several loans that 
featured direct quotes from the borrowers themselves, comparing the results gathered 
from this data to a corpus of loan descriptions written or dictated by the borrowers 
themselves would be particularly interesting. In this corpus only than 1.1% of the 
descriptions had explicit quotes from the borrowers themselves where they were able 
to express their own views of their situation and even in these cases, the field partners 
were ultimately in control of which quotes to include in the descriptions they produced. 
Ultimately the conclusion is that microfinance does not operate according to 
the same social conditions as traditional charitable donations and thus, cannot and 
  
should not replace charitable giving. However, I do not believe that there to be too 
many charitable initiatives in the world quite yet, so there should be space for both 
lending and donating in the foreseeable future.  
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8. Appendix 
 
Appendix 1: Screenshot of a loan posted on Kiva.org 
 
  
Appendix 2: Correlation between the number of 
adjectives and the word count of the loan 
 Number of 
adjectives 
Word count 
Number of adjectives 
Pearson Correlation 1 .790** 
Sig. (2-tailed)  .000 
N 1700 1700 
Word count 
Pearson Correlation .790** 1 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000  
N 1700 1700 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
 
 
Appendix 3: Cross tabulation between the number of 
adjectives and the success of the loan  
 
 Success Total 
Expired Funded Refunded 
Number of adjectives 
.0 0 6 0 6 
1.0 3 26 0 29 
2.0 3 85 0 88 
3.0 2 172 0 174 
4.0 0 206 0 206 
5.0 3 191 0 194 
6.0 3 165 1 169 
7.0 2 141 0 143 
8.0 3 147 0 150 
9.0 7 136 2 145 
10.0 3 94 1 98 
11.0 3 80 0 83 
12.0 1 55 1 57 
13.0 0 33 1 34 
14.0 0 30 0 30 
15.0 0 18 0 18 
16.0 0 11 0 11 
17.0 0 9 1 10 
18.0 0 17 0 17 
19.0 0 7 0 7 
  
20.0 0 3 0 3 
21.0 0 2 0 2 
22.0 0 3 0 3 
23.0 0 5 0 5 
24.0 0 2 0 2 
25.0 0 2 0 2 
26.0 0 3 0 3 
27.0 0 1 0 1 
28.0 0 2 0 2 
29.0 0 1 0 1 
30.0 0 1 0 1 
31.0 0 3 0 3 
33.0 0 1 0 1 
34.0 0 1 0 1 
43.0 0 1 0 1 
Total 33 1660 7 1700 
 
 
Appendix 4: Cross tabulation between success of the loan and gender of 
the borrower(s) 
 Gender Total 
Female Male Mixed 
group 
Unknown 
Success 
Expired 
Count 7 22 4 0 33 
% within Success 21.2% 66.7% 12.1% 0.0% 100.0% 
% within Gender 0.6% 5.9% 2.8% 0.0% 1.9% 
Funded 
Count 1171 348 139 2 1660 
% within Success 70.5% 21.0% 8.4% 0.1% 100.0% 
% within Gender 98.9% 93.8% 97.2% 100.0% 97.6% 
Refunded 
Count 6 1 0 0 7 
% within Success 85.7% 14.3% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 
% within Gender 0.5% 0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.4% 
Total 
Count 1184 371 143 2 1700 
% within Success 69.6% 21.8% 8.4% 0.1% 100.0% 
% within Gender 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
 
 
 
  
Appendix 5: List of the most commonly used adjective types 
Adjective type Count of Type 
old (age of person) 1184 
married 830 
able 538 
small 337 
good 318 
other 317 
new 256 
financial 231 
better 206 
hardworking 180 
additional 174 
young 135 
single 131 
local 131 
monthly 129 
solar 123 
past 119 
previous 101 
responsible 98 
daily 98 
great 92 
agricultural 88 
different 88 
happy 87 
main 84 
retail 81 
grateful 80 
traditional 72 
thankful 72 
rural 71 
high 70 
hard 69 
basic 68 
only 61 
communal 59 
large 58 
involved 58 
various 55 
personal 52 
necessary 51 
low 49 
little 49 
  
big 47 
canned 47 
current 45 
stable 43 
major 43 
economic 41 
profitable 39 
secure 38 
primary 38 
entire 37 
extra 37 
greater 37 
biggest 37 
successful 36 
mixed 36 
left 36 
best 36 
long 35 
independent 34 
excited 34 
wholesale 33 
unable 33 
future 33 
sufficient 32 
proud 32 
enterprising 32 
important 32 
domestic 32 
difficult 31 
high-risk 30 
greatest 30 
mobile 29 
regular 28 
friendly 28 
beautiful 28 
piped 27 
higher 27 
honest 27 
general 27 
average 27 
poor 26 
nearby 26 
insufficient 26 
fresh 26 
  
dark 26 
possible 25 
positive 25 
dependent 25 
near 24 
increasing 24 
humble 24 
spare 23 
improved 23 
featured 23 
bigger 23 
productive 22 
increased 22 
joint 22 
administrative 22 
useful 21 
seasonal 21 
youngest 21 
strong 21 
anticipated 21 
weekly 20 
whole 20 
sustainable 20 
underserved 20 
active 20 
coming 20 
commercial 20 
oldest 19 
Northern 19 
popular 19 
short 17 
ready 17 
remote 17 
limited 17 
decent 17 
used 16 
maximum 16 
green 16 
larger 16 
black 16 
comfortable 16 
widowed 15 
second-hand 15 
lovely 15 
  
experienced 15 
educational 15 
dried 15 
special 14 
social 14 
recent 14 
old 14 
fried 14 
existing 14 
illiterate 14 
wooden 13 
rented 13 
inadequate 13 
female 13 
above 13 
ambitious 13 
ready-to-wear 12 
medical 12 
free 12 
frozen 12 
healthy 12 
African 12 
diverse 12 
dedicated 12 
small-scale 11 
school-aged 11 
surrounding 11 
younger 11 
white 11 
unemployed 11 
overall 11 
expensive 11 
everyday 11 
helpful 11 
dry 11 
accountable 11 
busy 11 
cold 11 
secondary 10 
suitable 10 
sure 10 
nice 10 
right 10 
requested 10 
  
permanent 10 
native 10 
Nepali 10 
modern 10 
prosperous 10 
private 10 
far 10 
established 10 
day-to-day 10 
common 10 
significant 9 
simple 9 
natural 9 
open 9 
passionate 9 
professional 9 
reliable 9 
entrepreneurial 9 
Lebanese 9 
fixed 9 
excellent 9 
edible 9 
confident 9 
baked 9 
early 9 
close 9 
unstable 8 
thin 8 
satisfied 8 
well-known 8 
meager 8 
rich 8 
organic 8 
lower 8 
hybrid 8 
full 8 
Kenyan 8 
hopeful 8 
enormous 8 
hand-carved 8 
high-quality 8 
enjoyable 8 
easier 8 
clean 8 
  
central 8 
smiling 7 
sole 7 
warm 7 
working 7 
older 7 
Philippine 7 
miscellaneous 7 
loving 7 
proper 7 
public 7 
potential 7 
heavy 7 
huge 7 
generated 7 
famous 7 
Armenian 7 
delicious 7 
dynamic 7 
bright 7 
brown 7 
Eastern 7 
bad 7 
beloved 7 
continuous 7 
typical 6 
square 6 
start-up 6 
western 6 
total 6 
technical 6 
unfavorable 6 
school-going 6 
urban 6 
smaller 6 
timely 6 
successive 6 
wider 6 
sweet 6 
terraced 6 
related 6 
motivated 6 
lucky 6 
loyal 6 
  
essential 6 
grown-up 6 
informal 6 
generous 6 
living 6 
itinerant 6 
good-quality 6 
growing 6 
cosmetic 6 
elder 6 
due 6 
buy-and-sell 6 
deep 6 
adequate 6 
cooked 6 
eldest 6 
secondhand 5 
supportive 5 
suburban 5 
trustworthy 5 
unique 5 
Palestinian 5 
relieved 5 
optimistic 5 
respective 5 
resourceful 5 
portable 5 
normal 5 
rolling 5 
pleased 5 
much-needed 5 
running 5 
ethnic 5 
homemade 5 
international 5 
indigenous 5 
Irish 5 
industrial 5 
grand 5 
horticultural 5 
fair 5 
concerned 5 
alcoholic 5 
creative 5 
  
assorted 5 
easy 5 
available 5 
constant 5 
brave 5 
cute 5 
capable 5 
divorced 5 
charismatic 5 
efficient 5 
colorful 5 
yellow 4 
skilled 4 
sari-sari 4 
steep 4 
varied 4 
trusted 4 
weak 4 
true  4 
upcoming 4 
specialized 4 
soft 4 
unsuccessful 4 
self-sufficient 4 
Malian 4 
principal 4 
longer 4 
paid 4 
multiple 4 
modest 4 
robust 4 
nutritious 4 
physical 4 
raw 4 
respected 4 
reasonable 4 
neighboring 4 
received 4 
present 4 
red 4 
late 4 
healthier 4 
fast 4 
enthusiastic 4 
  
full-fledged 4 
interested 4 
highest 4 
extended 4 
favorable 4 
ill 4 
Indian 4 
electrical 4 
conservative 4 
aspiring 4 
certain 4 
electric 4 
Albanian 4 
challenging 4 
adult 4 
artisanal 4 
convenient 4 
cheerful 4 
adorable 4 
effective 4 
dignified 4 
aware 4 
considerable 4 
willing 3 
woven 3 
smooth 3 
shrewd 3 
smart 3 
youthful 3 
unpredictable 3 
tropical 3 
Ugandan 3 
smoked 3 
wet 3 
talented 3 
self-help 3 
viable 3 
supplementary 3 
visionary 3 
substantial 3 
Thai 3 
terrible 3 
respectable 3 
numerous 3 
  
prior 3 
rustic 3 
pregnant 3 
prepared 3 
quiet 3 
personal-care 3 
promising 3 
long-term 3 
retired 3 
real 3 
needy 3 
national 3 
packaged 3 
monogamous 3 
patient 3 
net 3 
obvious 3 
pedagogical 3 
final 3 
food-vending 3 
insignificant 3 
exciting 3 
English 3 
full-time 3 
income-generating 3 
further 3 
jovial 3 
glad 3 
lean 3 
encouraging 3 
ideal 3 
grilled 3 
impossible 3 
environmental 3 
individual 3 
extreme 3 
intelligent 3 
handsome 3 
keen 3 
fattening 3 
leading 3 
hog-raising 3 
formal 3 
favorite 3 
  
literate 3 
fellow 3 
horned 3 
calm 3 
balanced 3 
devoted 3 
corrugated 3 
dark-skinned 3 
courageous 3 
determined 3 
elderly 3 
clear 3 
diligent 3 
affordable 3 
abundant 3 
acquired 3 
consumable 3 
Egyptian 3 
unmarried 2 
worried 2 
solar-powered 2 
safe 2 
Severe 2 
shorter 2 
valuable 2 
standard 2 
Southern 2 
strong-willed 2 
tremendous 2 
studious 2 
unexpected 2 
stuffed 2 
updated 2 
stylish 2 
veterinary 2 
sick 2 
self-driven 2 
similar 2 
wonderful 2 
sundry 2 
self-sacrificing 2 
seated 2 
serious 2 
semi-urban 2 
  
uncomfortable 2 
tasty 2 
unified 2 
teenage 2 
sociable 2 
temperate 2 
upset 2 
three-hour 2 
varietal 2 
thriving 2 
vocational 2 
satisfactory 2 
solidary 2 
tired 2 
self-employed 2 
tiring 2 
wise 2 
toasted 2 
work-related 2 
top 2 
Soviet 2 
separate 2 
tough 2 
uncertain 2 
quick 2 
operational 2 
required 2 
ordinary 2 
progressive 2 
ornamental 2 
mid 2 
outstanding 2 
revenue-generating 2 
overwhelming 2 
neighbouring 2 
male 2 
purple 2 
part-time 2 
regional 2 
manual 2 
middle 2 
peaceful 2 
military 2 
perishable 2 
  
minor 2 
persistent 2 
produtive 2 
marred 2 
medium 2 
Peruvian 2 
purified 2 
pig-butchering 2 
quarterly 2 
plain 2 
methodological 2 
moving 2 
relevant 2 
municipal 2 
religious 2 
potable 2 
representative 2 
preferred 2 
residential 2 
pre-paid 2 
minimum 2 
prestigious 2 
richer 2 
pretty 2 
roasted 2 
nearest 2 
optimistic 2 
mechanical 2 
processed 2 
flat 2 
immediate 2 
German 2 
gold-plated 2 
industrious 2 
grazing 2 
largest 2 
external 2 
humid 2 
fruit-selling 2 
gathered 2 
elementary 2 
initial 2 
Guatemalan 2 
key 2 
  
facial 2 
latest 2 
handwoven 2 
furniture-making 2 
endless 2 
fertile 2 
harder 2 
fine 2 
energetic 2 
incredible 2 
estimated 2 
informative 2 
fashionable 2 
expanded 2 
hilly 2 
invasive 2 
fun 2 
knitted 2 
honorable 2 
foreign 2 
favourite 2 
Georgian 2 
hospitable 2 
light 2 
hot 2 
immense 2 
driving 2 
busiest 2 
complicated 2 
attached 2 
distant 2 
basket-weaving 2 
communist 2 
beaded 2 
admirable 2 
automatic 2 
direct 2 
certified 2 
appropriate 2 
continued 2 
animal 2 
boiling 2 
educated 2 
aging 2 
  
alternative 2 
correct 2 
combined 2 
bottled 2 
committed 2 
braided 2 
displaced 2 
assistant 2 
absent 2 
cultural 2 
door-to-door 2 
Brazilian 2 
eager 2 
chopped 2 
annual 2 
advanced 2 
eatable 2 
brighter 2 
competitive 2 
dear 2 
decorative 2 
aged 2 
complete 2 
self-reliant 1 
well-established 1 
various 1 
tea-farming 1 
windowed 1 
skillful 1 
sanitary 1 
self-sustainable 1 
sincere 1 
stiff 1 
self-dependent 1 
temporary 1 
worldwide 1 
tenacious 1 
uphill 1 
sleeping 1 
variable 1 
sleepless 1 
versatile 1 
tertiary 1 
self-controlled 1 
  
slow 1 
well-managed 1 
said 1 
sophisticated 1 
thatched 1 
sustained 1 
sluggish 1 
steadfast 1 
third-party 1 
safer 1 
still 1 
suman-making 1 
stipulated 1 
usual 1 
tight 1 
superior 1 
stitched 1 
vegetable-farming 1 
stone-crushing 1 
sheltering 1 
straightforward 1 
scarce 1 
strategic 1 
welcoming 1 
strenuous 1 
shining 1 
seafood-related 1 
sad 1 
specific 1 
short-term 1 
toxic 1 
widespread 1 
second-chance 1 
suspended 1 
traumatic 1 
Southwestern 1 
speedy 1 
Tajik-style 1 
smaller sized 1 
Yemeni 1 
true 1 
steady 1 
smallest 1 
seasoned 1 
  
small-holder 1 
upper 1 
small-horned 1 
saved 1 
tubular 1 
secured 1 
spring-summer 1 
standard-quality 1 
small-time 1 
socially-useful 1 
ultimate 1 
seeding 1 
saree-selling 1 
vast 1 
Spanish 1 
vegetable-selling 1 
scheduled 1 
semi-new 1 
uncommon 1 
soft-spoken 1 
underage 1 
vulnerable 1 
salaried 1 
semi-rural 1 
underweight 1 
weird 1 
uneducated 1 
well-behaved 1 
second-year 1 
well-fattened 1 
uneven 1 
well-made 1 
semi-hard 1 
solid 1 
sexual 1 
wheat-flour 1 
unfortunate 1 
surprising 1 
searing 1 
wide 1 
uniform 1 
wide-sleeved 1 
sharp 1 
sought-after 1 
  
united 1 
wild 1 
unlimited 1 
seconchand 1 
shoemaking 1 
selfless 1 
unnoticed 1 
six-member 1 
shaving 1 
worn 1 
unreliable 1 
worthy 1 
unshelled 1 
spacious 1 
snow-capped 1 
self-raised 1 
unstitched 1 
tastiest 1 
so-called 1 
unwell 1 
surprised 1 
not-small 1 
responsible 1 
renowned 1 
marvellous 1 
optimal 1 
multi-background 1 
nursing 1 
populated 1 
resolute 1 
mass 1 
pivotal 1 
paralyzed 1 
metallic 1 
Namibian 1 
refrigerated 1 
parasitic 1 
pesticide-free 1 
massive 1 
reputed 1 
poverty stricken 1 
respectful 1 
powdered 1 
pig-raising 1 
  
practical 1 
open-air 1 
pragmatic 1 
pancake-shaped 1 
preceding 1 
rebellious 1 
outdated 1 
referred 1 
mature 1 
metropolitan 1 
pre-Hispanic 1 
nutrious 1 
premature 1 
motivated 1 
passing 1 
repossessed 1 
Madagascan 1 
physiological 1 
magnificent 1 
mild 1 
outgoing 1 
respiratory 1 
loveliest 1 
resulting 1 
prevailing 1 
on-time 1 
meaningful 1 
rising 1 
pasteurized 1 
rotary 1 
primitive 1 
Russian 1 
marketable 1 
non-synthetic 1 
printed 1 
motherless 1 
needed 1 
nosy 1 
low-income 1 
now-growing 1 
procedural 1 
refreshing 1 
orderly 1 
lucrative 1 
  
medicinal 1 
reinforced 1 
original 1 
looming 1 
lone 1 
pest-control 1 
perfect 1 
remarkable 1 
miserable 1 
renewable 1 
prominent 1 
occasional 1 
medium-sized 1 
motorized 1 
promotional 1 
official 1 
medium-term 1 
pickled 1 
prospective 1 
middle-aged 1 
newly-released 1 
olde 1 
protective 1 
paid-worker 1 
Nicaraguan 1 
minimal 1 
provisional 1 
responsive 1 
psychological 1 
online 1 
mere 1 
pink 1 
morphological 1 
mountainous 1 
perseverant 1 
rigid 1 
persevering 1 
lush 1 
maize-milling 1 
plated 1 
nicer 1 
ruminant 1 
rainy 1 
miscallaneous 1 
  
rare 1 
pleasant 1 
nine-hour 1 
non-formal 1 
inherited 1 
knowledgeable 1 
internal 1 
exposed 1 
liable 1 
herbal 1 
ever-smiling 1 
far-reaching 1 
expanding 1 
embroidered 1 
expert 1 
higher-quality 1 
happier 1 
engaged 1 
inserted 1 
highly-capable 1 
interactive 1 
fast-moving 1 
flavoring 1 
friend 1 
kind 1 
high-traffic 1 
large-scale 1 
high-yielding 1 
framed 1 
extensive 1 
French 1 
hired 1 
five-year 1 
frugal 1 
enclaved 1 
holy 1 
instant 1 
home-cooked 1 
generating 1 
European 1 
interesting 1 
fundamental 1 
intimate 1 
good-hearted 1 
  
folded 1 
honored 1 
food-production 1 
honourable 1 
Kiva-financed 1 
grounded 1 
food-sales 1 
evident 1 
hay-selling 1 
evaporated 1 
leased 1 
empty 1 
legal 1 
government-sponsored 1 
glutinous 1 
guaranteed 1 
fancy 1 
humanitarian 1 
inexperienced 1 
ever-changing 1 
happiest 1 
gradual 1 
in-house 1 
fermented 1 
innumerable 1 
hygienic 1 
fairly-level 1 
excess 1 
instrumental 1 
expensieve 1 
insuficient 1 
fierce 1 
intense 1 
handmade 1 
hard-earned 1 
God-fearing 1 
interior 1 
employed 1 
flavored 1 
galvanized 1 
expected 1 
impressive 1 
flexible 1 
ever-growing 1 
  
following 1 
exclusive 1 
gentle 1 
incapable 1 
familiar 1 
incessant 1 
kind-hearted 1 
hands-on 1 
harmful 1 
incoming 1 
Koranic 1 
incomparable 1 
genuine 1 
incomplete 1 
harsh 1 
inconsistent 1 
family-owned 1 
finished 1 
heartfelt 1 
finishing 1 
front 1 
grated 1 
left-hand 1 
first-chance 1 
legendary 1 
fishing-related 1 
heavier 1 
fish-selling 1 
goal-oriented 1 
exotic 1 
lively 1 
indoor 1 
fish-vending 1 
grinding 1 
elastic 1 
disciplined 1 
alternate 1 
cleaner 1 
actual 1 
9-acre 1 
alert 1 
advisory 1 
casual 1 
close-knit 1 
  
attractive 1 
aesthetic 1 
abstract 1 
Colombian 1 
adopted 1 
colored 1 
Alpine 1 
blocked 1 
depressed 1 
coloured 1 
Catholic 1 
blurred 1 
distinguished 1 
boiled 1 
angelic 1 
aforementioned 1 
cheap 1 
afraid 1 
anxious 1 
artificial 1 
damaged 1 
25-pound 1 
barbed 1 
Bolivian 1 
decreasing 1 
booming 1 
dehydrated 1 
community-based 1 
departmental 1 
compatible 1 
devastating 1 
bored 1 
diferent 1 
approaching 1 
centered 1 
automotive 1 
disposable 1 
arduous 1 
accumulated 1 
concerted 1 
2-month 1 
conducive 1 
dyed 1 
ageing 1 
  
earned 1 
confined 1 
added 1 
conscientious 1 
edible 1 
conscious 1 
Christian 1 
consecutive 1 
big-horned 1 
academic 1 
dangerous 1 
athletic 1 
arable 1 
consistent 1 
accomplished 1 
bread-packing 1 
attentive 1 
consulting 1 
alone 1 
breakable 1 
defensive 1 
bridal 1 
delayed 1 
continuing 1 
demanding 1 
aggressive 1 
careful 1 
10-acre 1 
caring 1 
conventional 1 
developing 1 
acceptable 1 
amazing 1 
cooked 1 
ambient 1 
cordial 1 
cattle-breeding 1 
corned 1 
disadvantaged 1 
brilliant 1 
adult-aged 1 
brimmed 1 
attracting 1 
agrarian 1 
  
25-year 1 
cost-effective 1 
American 1 
countless 1 
ancient 1 
broken-down 1 
Andean 1 
courier-modified 1 
durable 1 
cow-raising 1 
angel-looking 1 
cozy 1 
charming 1 
bagged 1 
animal-raising 1 
crispy 1 
cheaper 1 
critical 1 
ecological 1 
cross-stitch 1 
antiqued 1 
crucial 1 
6-week 1 
crude 1 
chosen 1 
accessible 1 
civil 1 
above-mentioned 1 
appealing 1 
business-related 1 
air-conditioned 1 
Chadian 1 
100-pound 1 
challenged 1 
Total 12339 
 
Appendix 6: List of the most commonly used adjective types describing the 
borrower 
Adjective type Frequency 
old (age of person) 1063 
married 830 
able 538 
hardworking 180 
  
single 129 
responsible 90 
grateful 80 
happy 76 
thankful 72 
young 68 
involved 57 
excited 34 
enterprising 32 
proud 30 
honest 25 
other 25 
unable 25 
independent 20 
active 20 
new 20 
friendly 18 
experienced 15 
dark 15 
widowed 15 
illiterate 14 
ambitious 13 
humble 13 
dedicated 12 
only 12 
short 12 
accountable 11 
unemployed 11 
good 11 
black 10 
passionate 9 
hard 9 
Lebanese 9 
entrepreneurial 8 
female 8 
ready 8 
confident 8 
strong 8 
hopeful 8 
positive 8 
dynamic 7 
smiling 7 
well-known 7 
thin 6 
  
motivated 6 
busy 6 
brown 6 
satisfied 5 
optimistic 5 
brave 5 
charismatic 5 
lucky 5 
trustworthy 5 
creative 5 
divorced 5 
capable 5 
reliable 5 
pleased 5 
resourceful 5 
relieved 5 
robust 4 
trusted 4 
interested 4 
conservative 4 
full-fledged 4 
famous 4 
successful 4 
cheerful 4 
loving 4 
skilled 4 
enthusiastic 4 
aspiring 4 
generous 4 
sole 4 
aware 4 
poor 4 
talented 3 
visionary 3 
courageous 3 
keen 3 
retired 3 
late 3 
diligent 3 
self-sufficient 3 
respected 3 
determined 3 
glad 3 
shrewd 3 
  
sure 3 
Palestinian 3 
Malian 3 
devoted 3 
mixed 3 
small-scale 3 
concerned 3 
smart 3 
useful 3 
patient 3 
jovial 3 
lovely 3 
working 3 
dark-skinned 3 
intelligent 3 
literate 3 
healthy 2 
self-driven 2 
hospitable 2 
incredible 2 
sociable 2 
industrious 2 
upset 2 
absent 2 
representative 2 
assistant 2 
self-sacrificing 2 
admirable 2 
supportive 2 
beautiful 2 
unique 2 
marred 2 
worried 2 
mid 2 
excellent 2 
displaced 2 
secure 2 
eager 2 
self-employed 2 
optimistic 2 
certain 2 
effective 2 
strong-willed 2 
efficient 2 
  
great 2 
persistent 2 
unified 2 
energetic 2 
unmarried 2 
braided 2 
helpful 2 
comfortable 2 
progressive 2 
loveliest 1 
grounded 1 
depressed 1 
disciplined 1 
calm 1 
ideal 1 
fun 1 
motivated 1 
challenged 1 
municipal 1 
big 1 
needy 1 
youthful 1 
adorable 1 
full-time 1 
nice 1 
gentle 1 
nosy 1 
steadfast 1 
old 1 
sweet 1 
blurred 1 
Albanian 1 
olde 1 
indigenous 1 
conscientious 1 
liable 1 
economic 1 
selfless 1 
interactive 1 
serious 1 
organic 1 
simple 1 
consistent 1 
skillful 1 
  
outgoing 1 
impressive 1 
constant 1 
soft-spoken 1 
elderly 1 
alone 1 
employed 1 
agrarian 1 
perfect 1 
tenacious 1 
perseverant 1 
tired 1 
persevering 1 
uneducated 1 
anxious 1 
conscious 1 
pleasant 1 
middle-aged 1 
accomplished 1 
seasoned 1 
kind 1 
self-dependent 1 
popular 1 
dear 1 
advanced 1 
self-reliant 1 
pragmatic 1 
aging 1 
pregnant 1 
caring 1 
procedural 1 
sick 1 
productive 1 
sincere 1 
professional 1 
centered 1 
highly-capable 1 
small-holder 1 
kind-hearted 1 
genuine 1 
windowed 1 
smooth 1 
wonderful 1 
social 1 
  
knowldgeable 1 
goal-oriented 1 
important 1 
God-fearing 1 
leading 1 
studious 1 
remarkable 1 
main 1 
attentive 1 
surprised 1 
resolute 1 
major 1 
brilliant 1 
Thai 1 
existing 1 
hands-on 1 
respectful 1 
charming 1 
afraid 1 
close-knit 1 
responsible 1 
male 1 
responsive 1 
bigger 1 
aggressive 1 
medium 1 
favorite 1 
versatile 1 
rural 1 
sad 1 
honorable 1 
protective 1 
wise 1 
bright 1 
honored 1 
ethnic 1 
alert 1 
rebellious 1 
ever-smiling 1 
lively 1 
Total 4130 
 
 
